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ABSTRACT
Beach dynamics and nearshore morphology were investi
gated along the Alaskan arctic coast.

Low resolution

analyses of the coast were followed by a 5-month (MayCeptember) period of intensive field study.
The processes which dominate the morphology vary in
type and intensity between three main periods:
open water, and freezeup.

breakup,

During the long frozen winter

period, the dynamic processes remain dormant.
Breakup is the period during which snow and ice on
the land surface and coastal water bodies melts.
breakup regimes effect coastal breakup:
in May-June contributes to
coastal zones;

Three

(1) River breakup

early breakup of the adjacent

(2) Sea ice breakup begins in late May.

After a 4-8 week period of melt, easterly winds move the
ice out;

(3) Beach thaw is inversely related in duration

to the amount of ice on and in the beach.

Ice melt on the

beach and within the beach matrix forms unique beach
subsidence and melt features.
During the 2-4 month open water period, the beach and
nearshore zones respond to winds, waves, currents, and
set-up.

The magnitude and duration of these dynamic forces

depend on the distance to the pack ice, and prevailing wind
and pressure conditions.

During open water, two-dimensional
xi

beach responses are directly related to wave height.

Low

waves (less than 30cm high, and 1.0-2.5 second period) which
normally prevail along the eastern coast, generate smallscale superficial beach features in the zone below elevations
of 0.3m above sea level.

Higher waves (greater than 50 cm

high, 4-10 second period), characteristic of the western
coast, affect the entire beach.

Beach changes depend on

wave growth and subsidence and follow the sequence predicted
by the model of Sonu and van Beek (1971).
In plan, beach and nearshore morphology is dominated
by the presence and migration of littoral "outer" bars,
1-20km in length.

The bars are associated with shoreline

rhythms which have wave lengths ranging from 200-4,000m
and amplitudes of 200m.
Inlets frequently breach the barriers.

Breaching

occurs during river breakup or rising sealevel accompanying
severe westerly storms and is most frequent in the narrow
bays associated with the shoreline rhythms. Longshore
4 1
movement of sediment of the order of 10 nr was measured
along both coasts during the open water period in 1972.
This caused the narrowing or closure of several inlets.
Islands on the eastern coast are migrating westward
at 6-25km per year.
Preezeup begins when temperatures remain below 0°C.
The exposed upper beach surface freezes first, contiguous
with ioe formation on the brackish lagoon and estuarine
water bodies.

Lagoon ioe and ice cakes flushed into the
xii

surf zone by wind generated currents are deposited on the
beach.

When water temperature falls below 0°C, swash, foam,

and spray begin freezing on the beach face.

Wave activity

during freezeup builds ice sediment structures up to 3m
above sea level.

Severe late summer storms may generate

ice-push, storm ice-foot, ice boulder ridges, and shoreline
pressure ridges at the beach, and nearshore pressure ridges
over the outer bars.

xiii

INTRODUCTION
The beach and nearshore zone is an area of interaction
between marine and atmosphere processes and terrestial
parameters.

The type, magnitude, and frequency of these

processes and their respective contributions control
coastal morphology.

Within a coastal environment, high

frequency changes in marine and atmospheric processes and
terrestial parameters affect variation in the morphology
at correspondingly high frequencies.

The sum of these

changes in process and form determines the low frequency
process regime and the resultant morphological environment.
A particular type of coastal environment is dependent
upon the set of input parameters, which include wave energy,
tidal range, climate, and rock type.

Variation in combi*

nation of parameters produces a corresponding variation in
coastal environment.

When the world's coastline is separated

into its three broadest climatic categories, tropical, tem
perate, and polar, polar coasts occupy a significant fraction
of the total.

Polar coasts because of their high latitudes

exhibit two unique environmental controls: sub-zero degree
centigrade temperatures for several months of the year
which freeze the land and water surfaces; and a northward
increasing coriolis component which has significant influence
on the direction and intensity of wind related processes.

2

The north Alaskan coast experiences an arctic (or
polar) environment.

The processes which dominate the

coastal morphology vary in type and intensity between
three main periods: breakup, open water, and freezeup.
Breakup is the period of spring thaw of snow and ice from
the land and coastal water surfaces.

Open water occurs

during the short summer period between breakup and freezeup
when land and coastal surfaces are relatively free of ice,
and wind generated waves, currents, and sea set-up affect
significant morphological response.

Preezeup is the

period in fall when ice formation and possibly snow begin
to effect the land and water surfaces, ending in the com
plete freezing of these surfaces.

During the long frozen

winter period, the dynamic processes remain dormant.

The

coast is therefore affected not only by processes unique
to its arctic environment, but also by processes character
istic of all coastal regions, waves, tides, currents, and
winds.
It is the objective of this study to determine the
temporal and spatial response of the beach and nearshore
zone to coastal processes operative during the breakup,
open water, and freezeup periods, along the Alaskan arctic
coast.
Scientific investigation of the Alaskan arctic coast
commenced in the nineteenth century when explorers and
traders began traversing the coast,

leffingwell (1919)

3

completed the first triangulation
in the area.

and accurate mapping

He mapped the Canning River and the region

from Spy Island east to Demarcation Point.

Prom hir

observations he concluded that "waves have modified it
(the coast) .... by cutting against the shore in some
places and building it up in others.

The result is that

now the coast is marked by low banks, sand spits, and
barrier beaches and islands."

(p. 196).

Leffingwell

therefore saw waves and not ice and its effects as the
primary morphological control.
Only recently have researchers begun to examine
arctic beaches and coastal forms in detail.

McCann (1972)

noted that "within the broad group of arctic beaches (in
the Alaskan and Canadian arctic) which on the whole may
be classified as low energy beaches, there are considerable
differences in environmental conditions, such as ice cover,
wave climate, and tidal range" (p.41).

The transition zone

between non-arctic to arctic beach types based on arctic
studies was discussed by Owens and McCann (1970).

Cape

Thompson set the lower limit, then Point Darrow, the eastern
Canadian archipelago, and finally the western Canadian
archipelago.

At Cape Thompson, open water extends for

4-5 months of the year; in the Sverdup Islands (western
Canadian archipelago), it is considered in terms of days.
Investigations on arctic beaches to date, however, have
dealt largely with the uniqueness and effects of ice struc
ture.

The importance of 'normal' beach processes have only

4

been documented in: the Alaskan arctic at Cape Thompson
(Moore, 1966), Barrow (Rex, 1955; Hume and Schalk, 1966;
and Schalk, 1963), and Nome (Greene, 1970); the Canadian
archipelago (McCann and Owens, 1969); Spitsbergen (Thompson,
1953» Moigin and Guilcher, 1967); and Antarctica (Kirk,
1966, Nichols, 1968 and Farrelly, 1972).

The Russian

literature available is primarily concerned with thermal
and mechanical erosion of permafrost (tundra) shores
(Tolstov, 1961; Grigor'ev, 1964; Kliuev, 1965; and Are,
1972).
However, these studies have often been of short duration and limited to a relatively small area, and hence
lack a longterm regional overview.

In addition no study

has systematically delineated the breakup, open water,
and freezeup periods, or described the salient parameters
operative in each.

In particular the importance of the

coriolis force has not been recognized.

Knowledge of the

magnitude and frequency of these processes and resultant
beach and nearshore response is essential to the under
standing of arctic coastal morphology.

METHODOLOGY
This study represents the first attempt of continuous
on site investigation of arctic coastal processes, ex
tending through breakup, open water, and into freezeup.
It was conducted as part of the multidisciplinary Arctic
Coastal Process and Morphology project (Y.’iseman, et al,
1973)» undertaken along the Alaskan arctic coast (Figure 1).
The Beach Dynamic and Nearshore Morphology study was one
section of the project.

Other sections included coastal

meteorology, nearshore physical oceanography, wave charac
teristics, the influence of lakes on the coast, and the
regional coastal variability.

Low resolution analysis of

the coast was completed using topographic maps, hydrographic charts, aerial photographs, and aerial reconnais
sance flights.

Field data for the entire project was

collected at two sites, Pingok Island and Point Lay, and
on aerial reconnaissance flights, between April 8 and
October 14> 1972, and May 6-17» 1973.

Most of the data

for the Beach Dynamics section, was collected at Pingok
Island.

Data from the entire project was made available

to the individual studies.
Table 1 lists the period of occupation at the sites,
and the type and extent of field instrumentation and tech
niques employed in the present study.
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TABLE 1
INSTRUMENT ARRAY —

PINGOK ISLAND AND POINT LAY, 1972
May June

July

August Sept
ember

October

Occupation
Climet, Microbaragraph and
Temperature
CSI
Tide Staff

■m

mm

Drogue Releases

>«»»!>

Salinity-Teraperature Profiles
Beach Profiles
and Surveys

0

••

• •••

0

---

—

----

---

Pathometer
Profiles
Aerial
Reconnaissance

0

♦ •

•
•• •

•

•

•

•

Solid line and dots, Pingok Island; dashed lines and
asterisks, Point Lay*
Instrumentation and Pield Techniques
Instrument arrays were set up in the immediate camp
area to record atmospheric pressure, air temperature, and
the wind speed and direction.

Pressure was recorded con

tinuously on a Weather Measure Corp. B211 microbaragraph.
Temperature was recorded continuously on a Bendix thermo
graph at Pingok Island.

At Point Lay temperature was read

daily from a shaded bulb thermometer.
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Wind speed and direction were measured by a Climet
Instrument Co. Model CI-26 wind recording system and
recorded on an Esterline Angus, model A602C two-channel
recorder.
Weather data recorded at Oliktok and Point Lay
•DEWline stations was obtained through the Naval Weather
Service Environmental Detachment, Asheville, North
Carolina.
Tides were recorded at both sites.

At Point Lay a

capacitance tide guage was placed in the lagoon behind
the village.

At Pingok Island a similar guage was installed

but lost during strong winds.

Tide data was, however,

read from a calibrated staff placed seaward of the swash
bar in front of the camp.

This method was reliable until

wave activity and grounding sea ice made it impossible to
maintain the staff.
Wave height, period, direction, and breaker type were
recorded by visual observation from the shoreline.

Near

shore currents at 2m depths were measured by tracking the
movement of drogues with a Raytheon Co. Model 2900 Mariners
Pathfinder Radar.
range.

The drogues were tracked within a 3km

Salinity and temperature measurements were made

with a Beckman Instruments, Inc. RS5 portage salinometer.
Variations in beaoh elevation were monitored by
placing an array of steel beaoh stakes at set intervals
(3.05 to 6.1m) across the beaoh.

At each stake, the initial

elevation of the surfaoe was surveyed relative to sea level,
and its location relative to a baseline.

Subsequent beach

9

changes were noted by measuring the distance from the
top of the stake to the beaoh surface.

Beach grids were

established by placing the arrays in parallel rows.

All

surveying was made using a theodolite and 12ft (3.73m)
surveyors staff.
A Raytheon Co. Model DE-731 fathometer depth recorder
was used to run profiles off Pingok and Leavitt Islands.
Distance offshore was monitored with a sextant or fixed
by radar.
Data Processing
Wind speed and direction, air temperature and pressure,
were read at hourly intervals (6-hourly in the case of
DEWline data) and reduced to daily and monthly averages.
Individual beach profiles were plotted using a Varian
plotter.

Changes in beach cross section, A, (refer to

Figure 2 for definition of parameters) between two succes
sive stakes on a profile were calculated by
A - (a., - a2 )L +

- a2 ) - (b, - b2 ))L/2

(1)

The beach volume, V, between two parallel sets of beach
stakes was calculated by
V - d(A! ♦ A2 )/2

(2)

Changes occurring in beach cross-section and volume
between each beach survey were calculated for each beach
grid.

The volume changes were summed into negative, posi

tive, and cumulative totals for each set of beach stakes.

10

Figure 2. Diagramatic definition of parameters used in
calculating beach area and volume changes. Beaoh stakes
'a' and *b' lie in the lower beaoh grid) L is distance
between stakes perpendicular to shore) d is distance
parallel to shore.
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Sand samples were returned to CS1 dried and sieved
at \ff intervals.

The median, mean, sorting, skewness,

and kurtosis were determined by the method described by
Inman (1952).
The spits and nearshore bathymetry data were plotted
by hand and contoured at 0.5 and 1m depth intervals
respectively.

The maps were digitized on a Calma YIP 303

electronic digitizer.

A computer program transformed the

data to net and cumulative area and volume figures at each
contour level.

THE STUDY AREA
The

study area extends along the Alaskan arctic coast

between Cape Lisburne and Demarcation Point, a distance of
1,255km (Figure 1).

It is entirely within the Arctic

Circle.
The coast may be divided into two sectors:

the eastern

coast, extending from Point Barrow (the northerly most
point in Alaska) 8 16km east~southeast to Demarcation Point;
and the western coast, extending southwest from Point
Barrow 539km to Cape Lisburne.

The Chukchi Sea borders

the western coast, the Beaufort Sea the eastern coast.
The northern boundary of the Arctic Coastal Plain extends
from 50km west of Demarcation Point in the east to Cape
Beaufort in the west (Figure 1).

To the west of Cape

Beaufort, the western extension of the Arctic Foothills
dominates the topography.
The Arctic Coastal Plain is composed of unconsolidated
Quaternary sediments overlying a Cretaceous or Tertiary
baserock (Black, 1964).

The sediments are part of the

Gubik formation, a series of lenses and admixtures of silt
and finegrained sands, and some clays and gravels.

The

sediments are dominantly shallow water marine though
fluvial, lacustrine, aeolian, and frost processes were
also involved in both their deposition and modification.
12
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The entire plain is affected by permafrost.

The

presence of ice wedges, lenses, and polygonal development
gives the surface its characteristic patterned appearance.
The surface has also been modified by fluvial, lacustrine,
deltaic, and aeolian reworking, as well as tundra soil
development.

Numerous beaded and meandering streams and

larger rivers cross the plain, and thousands of lakes,
many oriented, occupy much of the surface.

Along the coast,

thermal, fluvial, and marine forces erode the tundra bluffs
and rework the nearshore sediments to produce sand and
gravel barrier islands and beaches.

Muds are dominant

in the coastal lagoons.
The geologic structure is reflected by lineaments.
The primary lineaments (35 and 310°, Voronov et al, 1968)
affect both local and regional drainage patterns and
coastal orientation.
Along the coast, the vegetation is a treeless expanse
of sedges, grasses, herbs, mosses, and lichens, underlain
by a thick mat of peat.
The climate of the coastal plain is characterised by
extremely low winter temperatures, very short summers, and
low precipitation (20-30om) with an appreciable snow cover.
The snow cover begins to melt in May.

Summer temperatures

remain low, at Barrow the mean for June, July, and August
(the warmest months) is 3*3°C with a mean diurnal range of
5#5°C.

Summer temperatures are lower along the eastern

coast and increasingly warmer down the western coast.
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Summer rainfall is scattered and light, though the annual
maximum occurs in June and July.

Snow accompanies the

freezing temperatures in September.

September-October is

the period of transition from summer to winter.

Tempera

tures drop below 0°C in late September and do not rise
above freezing until May.

At Barrow the minimum mean

temperature is less than -25°C from December through March.
The pressure and wind fields are dominated by the
Polar High resulting in prevailing northeasterly winds,
particularly during winter and spring.

During the summer,

cyclonic low pressure cells crossing Alaska produce south
westerly winds approximately 30-40J6 of the time, and
occasionally severe westerly storms in late summer (Sep
tember and October).
Wind directions in the arctic reflect the effect of
the strong coriolis component.

The coriolis parameter, f,

is given by
f « 2Xlsin9

(3)

whereXI is the angular velooity of the earth's rotation
and 9 latitude.

As 9 increases poleward, the force in

creases from 0 at the equator to 1.46 dynes per gm at the
pole.

At 70° latitude, the foroe is considerable being

1.37 dynes per gm.

The foros acts on wind direotion to

deflect it to the right, resulting in the bidirectional
northeasterly and southwesterly winds and associated wind
generated waves and currents.

In addition, Ekman drift
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causes a net onshore and offshore movement of ioe (Coachman
ft Newton, 1972) and water, associated with the easterly
and westerly winds respectively causing set down and
set up in sea level along the coast on the order of 1m,
greatly in excess of the 15cm astronomical tidal range.
The Beaufort and Chukchi Seas are ice covered for 6-7
months of the year.

Open water begins in June, increasing

in width and duration towards the west.

The Beaufort Sea

is dominated by easterly currents driven by the polar
easterlies.

Sea water temperatures remain low year round

reaching a maximum of 5°C in August.

The Chukchi Sea has

northerly flowing currents along the western coast, with
evidence of large coastal eddies occuring past Cape Lisburne,
Icy Cape and Point Pranklin.

At Point Lay, water tempera**

tures rise during the summer to a maximum of 15°C.
the entire coast, salinities range from 20-32$.

Along
River

and lagoon flushing, coastal upwelling, and ice melt have
important local effects on the salinity.
Petch limited waves (i.e. not dependent on duration)
are usually low (height less than 30cm and period 2-5
second) along the eastern coast arriving from the east 70$
and west 30$ of the open water period.

On the western

coast, westerly winds generate moderately high waves (0.51.5m high and 3-6 second period) approximately 40$ of the
open water period, and northeasterly winds generate low
waves the remainder.

Infrequent late summer and fall

westerly storms generate large waves accompanied by storm
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surges up to 3m high.

Wind generated nearshore currents,

with speeds of 30-50cra per second, coincide with the wave
direction and occurrence.

COASTAL VARIABILITY
Operating within limits set by the geologic structure,
the prevailing process regimes have effected considerable
variation in coastal morphology along the Alaskan arctic
coast (see Table 2).

Ninety-three percent of the coast

consists of barrier islands and inlets, tundra bluffs and
deltas, and is subject to significant short-term changes
in morphology: barriers and inlets exhibit bidirectional
mobility; tundra bluffs retreat landward; and deltas grow
seaward.

In addition, migratory bars and extension shoals

occur along approximately 50f> and 10j6 of the coast respec
tively.

The coast therefore exhibits both spatial and

temporal variability.

The purpose of this chapter is to

summarize the salient aspects of the spatial variability.
The Western Coast —

Cape Lisburne to Point Barrow.

The western coast (Figure 1a) by virtue of its generally
lower latitude and wanner coastal currents, has a larger
more open open water seas (Figure 3)*

Westerly winds

generate moderately high waves, while northerly winds
generate low fetch-limited waves.

The coast is made up

of three "Carolina Cape" systems, areas A, B, and C in
Figure 4, consisting of barrier and tundra shorelines, and
a section of rocky coast in the south (area D).
is

relatively smooth

and continuous
17

with

The coast

an average
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TABLE 2
TYPE AND EXTENT OP COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS
ALONG THE ALASKAN ARCTIC COAST

Western Coast
Coastal
Environment

Km

*

Eastern Coast
Km

*

Total
Km

*

Total

539

—

816

—

Barrier

293

54

303

37

596

44

26

5

121

15

145

11

Lagoon

271

50

400

49

672

50

Tundra

122

23

259

32

381

28

Delta1

—

—

135

16

135

10

18

—

—

98

7

—

40

Inlet

Rocky

98

Outer Bars*

—

55

Longshore
Shoals

—

—

1Refers to deltas
by barriers.
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*355

50
—

open to the sea and not fronted

"Approximate percentages

—

10
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May 14-91
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July 14.91
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Pigure 3. Average ice concentration along the north Alaskan
coast and adjacent waters from May through October. The
concentrations are based on observations from 1952 through
1956. Also shown are selected wind roses. 'A* refers to
an area of wind observations, 'B', 'C' and 'O' to Barrow,
Barter Island and Cape Lisburne respectively. (Sourcet
Oceanographic Atlas of the Polar Seas, Part II, Arctic,
1958).
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Figure 4. Diagramatic representation of process regimes
along ths western Alaskan arotic coast. Areas A« B and
C are 'Carolina' cape systems, area 0 has rocky shoreline
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crenulation1 of 1.03 (rang* 1.01 to 1.07)*
orientation of the capes

The average

systems* is close to one of the

two primary lineaments (35°)* and therefore indicates
structural influence.
The coupling of the bidirectional regimes along the
crescentic

coast results in alternating zones of northerly

and westerly process influence; northerly in the southern
sections of the cape systems* and westerly in the northern
areas, as shown in Pigure 4.

This results in convergence

of sediment towards the capes forming barriers and divergence
from the center producing tundra erosion.

The same pro

cesses and morphologic controls may also generate large
clockwise eddies in the zones to the east of the capes.
The nearshore zone between Icy Cape and Point Barrow
is dominated by the presence of outer bars (Pigure 5).

The

bar morphology reflects the variation in exposure of the
coast to dominant wave directions* the orientation of the
bars relative to the shoreline (transverse to parallel)
being related to the angle of dominant wave approach.
Though the bars extend seaward from the shoreline* they
are for the most part unaffected by breaking waves.

They

are however affected by bottom currents associated with
uni-directional wave orbital motion and nearshore currents.
These currents produce a bottom response that results in
the formation of the bars and their alignment to the angle
1Crenulatlon is the shoreline distanee between two
pointst divided by the straight line distance. This was
oalculated in 5 mile (8km) sections and averaged for
greater distanoes.
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Icy Cay*

Figure 5* Location and pattern of outer bare along the
northwestern Alaskan arctic coast* The solid lines indicate
the position of the outer bars based on 1950 and 1955 aerial
photographs* The laterial extent of the bars is accurate,
though there is slight seaward exaggeration of bar spacing.
The dashed lines inaioate the position and approximate
number of bars observed during aerial reconnaissance
flights in 1972* Areas where the nearshore morphology is
unknown are denoted by '?'•
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of dominant wave approach.

Waves arriving at steep angles

generate transverse bars, those arriving normal generate
parallel bars.
In the northern section of the cape systems, dominant
westerly waves arrive at angles to the shore, generating
transverse bars with an average spacing of 10km (sections
40-42, 30-36, Figure 5).

In the southern sections, north

erly waves arrive at steep angles to the coast, and relatively
short (2-3km), closely-spaced (3-4km), transverse bars are
generated (sections 60-61 and 46-48).

As the coast assumes

an east-west trend and northerly waves arrive more parallel
to the shore, longer bars (up to 20km) with wider spacing
(3-6km) are generated with a tendency to overlap and
parallel each other along the coast (sections 38-39 and
42-45).
Multiple parallel bars occupy sections 48-50 and 65-69,
Figure 5.

In both areas, the coast is more aligned to the

west and refracted southwest waves, allowing them to arrive
normal to the shore and affect parallel bar morphology, as
typified in Figure 6.

Southward from 15km south of Icy

Cape, bars are absent except off inlets.
The Arctic Foothills reach the coast between Cape
Beaufort and Cape Lisburne (area L, Figure 4), resulting
in steep slopes and coastal cliffs.

Slumping and frost-

wedging, combined with wave action, are eroding the coast
producing shallow rock terraces in ths nearshore zone.
Wave action has gsnerated narrow beaches along most of
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Figure 6. Two rythmic outer bars approximately 200 and
600m offshore, 20km south of V/ainwright. June 26, 1972.
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this section and some small barriers across river and
stream mouths.

As a result the hills are being planated

into a relatively straight coast aligned to the northerly
waves.
The Eastern Coast —

Point Barrow to Demarcation Point.

The eastern coast has a shorter more ice congested open
water season (Pigure 3 ), cooler summers, and lower wave
conditions, with dominant easterly winds and waves, and
currents plus a significant westerly fraction.

The coast

(Pigure 7) consists of four barrier islands chains, numerous
minor barriers, large sections of generally irregular
tundra bluffs, and two large multidistributory deltas both
situated in shallow embayments (the respective coastline
lengths are given in Table 2).

The shoreline is more

irregular than along the western coast, having an average
crenulation of 1.21 (range 1.03 to 1 .5 ) reflecting several
factors, including:

(1 ) lower wave energy; (2 ) opposing

easterly and westerly process regimes, unrestricted in
their area of influence as compared to the relatively
segregated western coast; (3 ) greater fluvial influence;
(4) shoaler coastal zone resulting in wider lagoons (mean
width 4.7km; CT

* 3 .4km) and subsequently greater lagoon

flushing.
The outer shore of the barriers is dominated by the
easterly winds and associated waves and currents.

This

dominance is reflected in the nearshore zone by the pre
sence, pattern, and migration of outer bars along approxi
mately 40$ of the coast (Pigure 7).

Easterly waves arriving
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Figure 7. Location end pattern of bora end ehoale along
the eastern Alaskan arctic coast. There is slight seaward
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b. Pitt Point to Colville River delta.
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Figure 7. cont'd. Location and pattern of bare and shoals
along the eastern Alaekan arctic boast, c. Colville River
delta to Sagavanirktok River delta, d. Foggy Island Bay
to Canning River delta, e. Camden Bay to Humphrey Point,
f. Icy Reef to Demarcation Point.
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at an angle to the coast and coincident currents have
generated closely spaced (range 200-4,000m) transverse
bars (Figures 8 and 9).

Parallel bars only occur along

the relatively straight northeast-facing Tapkaurak Spit
and Icy Reef (Figure 10).
Off the Colville, Ikpikpuk, and Hulahula Deltas,
river mouth deposition is building external shoals, of
the type shown in Figure 11.

To the east of Pitt Point

and between Esook and Cape Halklett, rapid tundra retreat
is occurring, leaving shallow tundra shoals (Figure 12).
Wave action and/or slumping has generated linear undula
tions on the outer edge of the shoals (Figures 11 and 12).
These shoals protect the deltas and tundra shoreline from
wave action, permitting them to be controlled by fluvial
and thermal processes respectively.
The mechanism of formation of the barrier chains may
be related to the thermal and mechanical erosion of lakes
lying behind the coast (A.
tions).

Gregory —

personal communica

Lateral erosion of the unprotected lakeshores

causes them to coalesce (Figure 13a).

Tidal flushing near

the coast accelerates this erosion producing linear
embayments (Figure 13b).

Rapid retreat of the lagoon

shorelines widens the embayments and breaches the outer
shore generating a series of offshore tundra remnants.
These remnants project as points into the lagoon, as
shown in Figure 13c.

The outer seashore is straightened

by wave action and subsequently protected and stabilized

Pigure 8. High wosteily wove:
breaking on three outer bn re;
along Pingok (background) and
Leavitt (foreground) islandsNote the shoreline rythmo
adjacent to the beginning of
each bar. September 26, 197?.
Photo by J. Coleman.

Tigure 9. High westerlywaves
breaking on outer bars around
[ieuidoei Inland. The island
is •./•••oh as a result of the
waver, ana rise in sealevel
assoc,e ted with the westerly
windr. September 26, 1972.
Photo by J. Coleman.

Pigure 10. Westerly waves breaking
on three to four, rythmic outer bars
east of Humphrey Point. Note their
similarity in shape to the bars in
Pigure 6 . September 26 , 1972.
Photo by J. Coleman.
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Waves breaking on the
outer edge of the delta shoals off
the Hulahula River Delta. Zonation
of the breaker lines suggests bar
formation of the shoals. September 26,
1972. Photo by J. Coleman.

Pigure 12. Waves breaking on the
outer edge of a wide shoal off the
tundra bluffs between Esook and
Cape Halkett. Note the irregular
tundra shore. September 26, 1972.
Photo by J. Coleman.
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Figure 13. Illustration of proposed sequence of barrier
isolation based on four selected ooastal areas. A. Lake
erosion begins| B. the lakes connect laterally; C. continued
erosion separates the outer shore, producing tundra remants;
0. the remants are eroded leaving barrier islands.
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by beach deposits against mechanical and thermal erosion.
With final erosion of the tundra remnants their beaches
remain as barrier islands (Pigure 13d).
The Pield Sites
Two representative field sites were chosen for inves
tigations, Pingok IBland on the eastern coast, where most
of the data was obtained, and Point Lay on the western
coast.

Most of the following discussion is based on the

Pingok Island data, Point Lay serving as an area of com
parison.
Pingok Island.

Pingok Island (70°31'N, 139°40W) lies

220km east-southeast of Barrow, in the center of the east
ern coast.

The island is a single tundra remnant (i.e.

part of the coastal plain) and largest island of the
surrounding Jones and Return Island groups (Figure 14).
The island is 6.5km long, 250-800m wide, with a maximum
tundra elevation of 5m.
lagoon.

Two tundra points project into the

The tundra is straight on the northern side and

fronted by a sand and gravel beach, which varies in width
from 5~165m.

Outer bars and associated shoreline rhythms

dominate the beach and nearshore morphology.

Both easterly

and westerly process regimes actively affect the beach.
West of Pingok Island lies Leavitt, Spy, and Thetis
Islands, all low sand and gravel barrier islands.

To the

east lie tundra remnants, Bertoncini, Bodfish, and Cottle
Islands, and barrier islands, Long, Egg, and Stump.

Rela

tively wide, shoal inlets (average width 500m) separate the
islands.

LAG O O N

N U M E R O U S l l h t t b tU m m tW L A K E S

■tart i w

G W YD E R

Pigure 14. The Pingok Island field area, including the surrounding Jones and
Return Islands, and mainland shore.
Small dots represent survey targets;
numbers represent location of beach surveys.
u>
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Backing all the islands is Simpson Lagoon which
averages 10.7km in width and 2-3m in depth.

Actively

eroding tundra bluffs and projecting tundra points form
the inner lagoon shoreline.

The Colville and Kuparuk

Rivers lie 27 and 28km to the southwest and southeast
respectively.
Pingok Island is therefore ideally suited to repre
sent the eastern coast, having within the study area
barrier and tundra islands, tundra bluffs, numerous inlets,
a broad lagoon, as well as lying adjacent to two large
rivers and their deltas, and Harrison Bay, the largest
embayment on the entire coast.

In addition, outer bars,

of the type occurring around parts of the entire coast,
dominate the nearshore zone.
Point Lav.

Point Lay (69°45*N, 163°W) lies 240km

Bouthwest of Barrow in the central portion of the lower

cape system (area C, Pigure 4).
on a 3m high barrier.

The site (Pigure 15) is

The beach averages 40m in width.

The coast is oriented 12° and is exposed to the south
westerly and northerly waves and currents.

Southwest

waves arrive less frequently, but being larger, dominate
the morphology.

Point Lay therefore represents a central

to upper portion of the cape systems, where westerly
processes dominate, with secondary northerly influence.
In form it is typical of the barrier islands and beaches,
though it lacks the bars dominant to the north.
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BREAKUP
Introduction
Breakup is defined as the destruction or melting of
the snow and ice cover on rivers and seas during spring
thaw (Barker et al, 1966).

In this chapter, coastal

breakup will be examined in three related areas of
influence:

(1) river breakup, in particular its effect

on the lagoons and nearshore zones; (2) sea ice breakup
in the coastal zone; and (3) beach thaw.
Previous studies of coastal breakup are limited.
Ice concentration maps contained in the Oceanographic
Atlas of the Polar Seas, Part II (1956) are partly re
produced in Figure 3.

However, the atlas is based on only

five years of data and our 1971 and 1972 observations
indicate that they should be interpreted with caution.
Beach thaw has been observed at Cape Thompson (Moore,
1960) and in the Devon Islands (McCann and Carlisle, 1970),
and the effect of river breakup in the coastal zone has
been studied off the Colville (Walker, 1972 and 1973»
Reimnitz and Bruder, 1972) and the Kuparuk (Barnes and
Reimnitz, 1972).

No work has yet described the regional
«

breakup pattern and its relation to the beach and nearshore
morphology.
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River Breakup —

Ita Effect on the Coaotal Zone

Earlier inland warming initiates melt of the snow
cover and subsequent river flow, several days to weeks
before thaw of the coastal zone.

Much of the rivers'

annual discharge and suspended sediment load may be
delivered to the receiving basin during thic period.
The Colville delivers half the discharge and 75# of the
suspended sediment load during the first 3-4 weeks of
river flow (Arnborg et al, 1967; Walker, 1969).

Much of

this sediment flows over the bottom fast ice covering and
inshore area of the receiving basin and is deposited sea
ward of the 2m contour where the melt water begins to flow
under the sea ice (Reimnitz and Druder, 1972).
Pingok Island and the surrounding region lie in an
area of large freshwater inflow, being situated between
the largest river in north Alaska, the Colville (to the
southwest), and the Kuparuk and Sagavaniktok Rivers (to
the east).
River melt water floods the adjacent lagoon and
nearshore bottom-fast ice.

In 1971 flow from the Kuparuk

advanced as a lobate front at rates of 15-30cm/per second,
accelerating through the inlet between Long and Egg Island
(Barnes and Reimnitz, 1972).

In 8impson Lagoon, the flow

covered the lagoon ice as far east as Bertoncini Island
(P. Barnes —

personal communications).

In 1971 the

surface flow of the Colville advanced up to 12km over
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bottom-fast ice in Harrison Bay before draining under sea
ice.

It then flows seaward at a rate of about 45cm/per

second, advancing as far as 35-40km (Walker, 1972).
In 1972, the Colville was flowing by May 30 (3-1,
Figure 16), (Flow usually begins in late May, Walker —
personal communications).

The Kuparuk began flowing on

June 1 (R-2) (K. Reimnitz —

personal communications),

and the Pagavaniktok had flooded Prudhoe Bay by June 6
(R-3) (C. Luna —

personal communication).

By June 7,

the Colville flood water had advanced to within 2krn of
Thetis Island (RS-1) forming a water-ice boundary from
Oliktok Point toward Thetis Island.

Pour weeks later,

open water extended from the Colville across Harrison
Bay to Kogru River (RS-3), an area of approximately
1,000km^.
On the night of June 13, the western edge of the icc
in Simpson Lagoon (Oliktok Point to Spy Island) began
breaking up, and during June 14, the ice considerably
weakened by melt, began moving westward under an 8-15
knot KB wind (R-4).
in the lagoon.

By afternoon less than 1f. ice remained

The large open water areas in Harrison Bay

no doubt acted as a receiving basin for the moving ice
facilitating its rapid breakup.
The inlet between Pingok and Leavitt Islands war
unaffected by the initial river outflow.

A lead appeared

above the 2.5m deep inlet channel on June 27 (RS-2), having
been initiated by surface melt and subsurface currents.

By
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Figure 16. Mean dally air teaperature and breakup sequence
at Pingok Ieland and Point Layv May'1 to August 10, 1972.
R - indicates river breakup, S - sea ice breakup, B - beacb
thaw. Ooabinationa indioate the effects of the first on
ths second. Jfuabers are chronological for each sequence.
Pingok Island - solid line? Point lay - dashed line.
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June 12, it extended 2km along: the southwest shore of
Pingok Island and 200m seaward.
breakup, the lead extended

1 km

At the time of lagoon
seaward and along shore,

and the southern shore of Pingok Island was almost sur
rounded by leads from the eastern and western inlets.
Breakup of the rivers and flooding of the adjacent
lagoon and sea ice with relatively warm fresh water has
considerable local effects on coastal breakup.

Along

the western coast, the small number and size of streams
and rivers and the presence of relatively continuous
barrier islands off most rivers and two embayments confine
the river breakup to a section of the lagoons and adja
cent inlets.

The river water therefore has little direct

effect on the regional sea ice breakup.

The Point Lay

breakup sequence is shown in Figure 16 and the flooded
lagoon inlet lead in Figure 17.
Along the eastern coast, rivers are far more numerous
and greater in size.

Their effect is considerable, the

surface flow of the Colville extending up to 12km seaward
and under-ice flow for up to 40km (Walker, 1972).

In

the vicinity of the river mouths, hundreds of square kilo
meters of bottom-fast and sea ice are broken up by river
melt water, permitting early reworking of the beach and
bottom sediments.

However, the generally wider nature of

the lagoons and the presence of wide embayments, such as
Smith Bay and Dease Inlet, contain much of the breakup
effects*

Therefore, most of the outer shoreline remains
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Figure 17. Aerial view of
Point Lay, June 13» 1972.
Note the relatively ice free
lagoon (upper right), inlet
lead (center), muddy melt
pools on the sea ice (aligned
to the northeast), and reac
tivated sea ice fractures.

Figure 18. The beach in
the vicinity of Grid I,
Pingok Island, July 15,
1972. Note the shoreline
melt; microfan (a); 1 9 7 1
flotsam line (b); and
1 9 7 0 westerly storm
flotsam (c).

gure
on outer bars to the east of
Icy Cape, July 16, 1949. Note
the decrease in size of the
ice cakes toward the shore.
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unaffected by river melt and must wait for breakup of the
sea ice.

The influx of warm river water under the sea ice

does, however, accelerate sea ice melt.

To the east, the

large discharge of the Mackenzie River affects early breakup
of several thousand square kilometers of sea ice.
Sea Ice Breakup
Sea ice melt and breakup is initiated once surface
temperature rises above 0°C.

At Pingok Island, it

occurred sporadically after May

6

(5-1), and daily after

June 9 (5-2) (2-3 weeks later than at Point Ley, Figure 16).
The ice melt rapidly gathered in surface pools (5-3), and
reactivated winter ice fractures.

By June 19, the pools

began making contact with the beach face (SB-1), and in
the absence of extensive shorefast ice, a continuous melt
lead 1-20m wide formed along the shoreline (CB-2 and
Figure 18 ).
July 19*

Meltpools covered most of the sea ice by

Figure 17 shows melt pools and fractures at

Point Lay.
Sea ice began moving out only after it was suffic
iently weakened by the melt; when a receiving basin was
available for the ice to move into; and when the winds
generated offshore Ekman drift.

At Pingok Island, off

shore ice movement was observed on July 20 (5-3).

On

the morning of July 24, driven by a 20-knot HE wind, the
offshore ice began moving to the west; and by evening the
outer edge of the ice lay approximately
(S-4).

1 0 km

offshore

The following day 25-knot NE winds continued

A3

to remove ice from the outer edge causing the lead to
advance landward.
1 0 0 ra

On July 26, there was between 10 and

of open water immediately seaward of the beach, then

600ra of scattered fast ice grounded on outer bars (ice
coverage between

2 0 - 9 0 $),

then the lead with scattered

ice cakes (S-5) (ice coverage less than 1$).

Disinte

gration of ice grounded on the bars took until August

6

(S-6 ).
The time elapsed between initiation of continuous
ice melt and sea ice breakup was 7-8 weeks at Pingok
Island and 4-3 weeks at Point Lay.

McCann and Carlisle

(1 9 7 2 ) observed a breakup period of at least

6

weeks in

the Devon Islands, during which the final ice movement
was delayed until the arrival of suitable winds.

At

Point Lay and Pingok Island, while the melt sequences
were similar, the timing and pattern of breakup varied.
At Point Lay, the weakened sea ice was relatively fast
in moving out once winds switched to a moderate north
and northeast direction.
the

The presence of open water to

south and west facilitated this rapid movement.

In

the absence of bars, there was no hinderance to the near
shore ice movement and open water extended immediately to
the outer edge of the shorefast ice.

North of Point Lay,

however, the presence of bars restricts the movement of
sla ice, having an effect similar to the Pingok Island
bars.

Pigure 19 shows ice grounded on bars east of Icy

Cape during the 1949 breakup.
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Beach Thaw
Melt of the snow and ice covered beaches wae coinci
dent with melt of the sea and lagoon ice (Figure 16).
At Pingok Island, snow began melting the first week in
June.

By June

8

, small streams of melt water were floating

onto the snow covered frozen beach (B-2).

Flow from the

streams continued till June 12, by which time they had
built •microfans* extending from the foot of the tundra
several meters across the upper beach (Figure 18 ).

In

areas protected from wave action, fans covering tens of
square meters of beach are developed over a period of
years.

Similar forms have been described by Greene (1970)

who termed them 'microdeltas*•

However, this term does

not distinguish the 'fans' from melt stream deltas deposited
at the shoreline by larger tundra streams flowing right
across the beach.

Along the west coast, numerous streams

flowing out of tundra gullies (Figure 20) were observed
building rows of fans at the foot of the gullies and
larger streams building small deltas at the shoreline.
McCann and Carlisle (1970) noted that melt water streams
build microdeltas and play an important role in the initial
breaking up of the fast ice.

Farrelly (1 9 7 2 ) observed melt

streams cutting through 4m high "push ice" ridges.
The 1971 freezeup at Pingok Island and along much of
the eastern coast appeared to have been accompanied by
calm sea conditions, as no ice was deposited on the beach
face.

During the winter, relatively little snow accumu

lated on the beach face (average snow thickness

0

.5 - 1m)
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Figure 20. "Hanging" tundra
gullies at Skull Cliffs. Note
the development of microfans
(at foot of the bluffs), and
micro-deltas (at shoreline).
July 6 , 1972.

Figure 21. Four meter wide
kettle hole on Pingok Island.
Depth approximately 1.5m.
The hole results from melt
of an ice cake grounded during
the September, 1970 westerly
storm. Pingok Island, July 10,
1972.

Figure 22. View of shoreline
pressure ridge and exposed
foredune north of Point Lay.
View south taken from 15m high
ice push ridge. May 26, 1972.
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as it lies on the windward side of the island.

Beach

snow cover was melted by June 3 (B-3), revealing the
beach surface as it was during the 1971 freezeup (Figure
18).

Apart from water-filled kettle holes (Figure 21),

remnants of the September 1970 westerly storm (Reimnitz
et al,

1 9 7 2 ),

the few microfans and deltas were the only

melt forms produced.
At Point Lay, 1971 freezeup processes resulted in
ice (frozen swash, spray, foam, and snow) being interbedded
with sand and gravel over a

25m

wide section of beach

(Figures 22 and 23); a gravel-covered storm ice-foot
(Rex, 1964) was present on the lower beach face (see A,
Figure 23); and a 20-30m wide, 2-3m thick body of shorefast ice covered the lower beach to the 2m contour.

Storm

action had pushed new winter ice onto the fast ice build
ing a 1-2m high Bhoreline pressure ridge, paralleling the
outer edge of the shorefast ice (see Figure 22, and B,
Figure 23)•

Moore (1960) described a similar ice structure

at Cape Thompson.
1 - 1 .5 m

ice.

Being in the lee of the foredune, a

blanket of snow covered the beach and shorefast
In all, a minimum of 15m^ per m. of ice and snow

was incorporated in or over the beach surface.

Farrelly

(1972) surveyed a series of 14 profiles along an Antarctic
beach and calculated an average decrease in volume as a
result of thaw, of

4 3 m^

of snow,

1 5 0 m^

of ice and

2 0 m^

of sediment (and ice?), an order of magnitude greater than
on Alaskan arctic beaches.
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POINT LAY BEACH GRID I

Hi

A M(lim«nl

—
5/25/72
— • 6/1/72
6/1B/72

Profit* C

♦*7

Figure 23* Beach profile changee across Grid I, Point Lay.
The subsidence of the beach surface is a result of melt of
the ice and ice-sediment structures. A - indicates storm
iee-foot, B - shoreline pressure ridge.
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Melt was initiated on May 7 (B-1).

By May 13, the

foredune and gravel crest of the storm ice-foot were
exposed (B-2 and Figure 24).

No water or streams flowed

across the beach surface, except under the fast ice on
the lower beach face.
The beach was sectioned on June 5# revealing alter
nate layering of ice, sand, and gravel to a maximum depth
of 1.5m.

Rate of beach thaw was calculated from

8

surveys

made across the beach grid between May 25 and June 25.
The surveys indicate that melt of the ice layers resulted
in collapse of the overlying sediment, causing an average
decrease in beach elevation, discounting enow cover and
surface ice, of 50cm, ranging from 25cm on the upper
beach to at least 1m under the ice-foot.

The average

volume decrease was 10m^ per meter width of beach.

A

similar volume of ice was deposited on the Pingok Island
beach in fall,

1973»

and preserved through the winter.

By June 1, when the foredune and vegetated portions
of the barrier were snow free, the beach was still 50^
snow covered (Figure 25).

By June 9» when the upper beach

was free of surface ice (B-3), the ice-foot had subsided
below the level of the adjacent beach surface.

Pigure 26

shows the depression formed by thaw of the ice foot.
Continued thaw lowered the depression, increasing the
height of the scraps to a 10-40cm maximum, and left gravel
piles 10-60cm in height (Figure 27).

Similar melt features

Figure 24. Ground level view
looking south of exposed fore
dune (left), exposed crest of
gravel covered ice-foot (center)
and shoreline pressure ridge
(right). Snow has levelled
the depressions between these
forms. Point Lay, May 2 % 1972.

Figure 26. Point Lay beach,
June 9» 1972. Note the subsiding gravel covered ice-foot
(center;^ the thawing icesediment layers (left); the
lower beach face still partially ice covered (right); and
the foredune (far left).

Figure 25. Beach at Point
Lay, June 1, 1972. The snow
cover has partially melted
revealing the sediment spread
over lower ice layers. The
gravel covered ice-foot is
still a prominant projection.
The ice covered sea is 10m
to the right of the ice-foot
ridge.

Figure 27. Gravel piles, up
to 60 cm high, following
partial thaw of the ice-foot.
The larger piles have ice
cores. Note the prominant
soarp between the ice-foot
depression and the lower
beach face. Point Lay,
June 20, 1972.
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have been described by Thompson, 1953; Kirk, 1966; and
Greene, 1970*
The fast ice, seaward of the ice-foot, gradually
retreated down the beach face exposing an irregular streameroded surface.

On June 16, the remaining fast ice was

lifted off by a rise in sea level (SB-1) thus exposing
the beach face to wave action.

Spichkin (1961) noted

that fast ice breakup coincides with neap tides.
By June 20, the ice-foot was almost completely thawed
(Figure 23), except where overlain by thick gravel deposits.
Within the beach, melt of the ice layers had caused the
surface to subside an average of 30cm.

The removal of

the ice layers and subsidence caused increasing distortion
of the sedimentary layers towards the surface.
sulted in distorted upper beach layers (up to

This re
1 .5 m

thick)

containing mottled and complex interbsdding (Short and
Wiseman, 1973).
On the surface, however, aeolian action was already
smoothing the angular surface expression of the ice melt
and subsidence.

On June

and a little Bub-surface

26, only subdued surface

forms

ice remained (B-5) to attest the

frozen landscape present just six weeks earlier.
Discussion
Breakup along the Alaskan arctic coast can be separ
ated into three interrelated
rivers; (2 ) sea ice; and

areas of influence: (1 ) the

(3 )the beach.

River breakup affects early breakup of the adjacent
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coastal area.
factors:

The area of Influence depends on several

(1) Breakup discharge of the river which

determines the volume of relatively warm fresh water
delivered to the coastal zone; (2) Nearshore morphology,
especially the distance to the

2m

contour, which deter

mines the extent of bottom-fast ice over which the river
water must pass before flowing under the sea ice; (3) The
presence of barriers and inletB adjacent to the rivers
which confine or channel the flow; (4) The coastal currents
which redirect the flow once under the sea ice.

River

breakup locally affects breakup of lagoon and nearshore
ice up to

10

weeks before sea ice breakup.

Sea ice breakup depends on above 0°C temperatures
melting and weakening the pack ice; wind generated off
shore Ekman transport to drive weakened ice seaward;
an area of open water downwind to receive the ice; and
locally, on the presence of bars which ground ice delaying
final breakup by up to

2

weeks.

Beach thaw begins when rising temperatures initiate
melt.

Its direction is inversely related to the amount

of ice on or in the beach.

The presence of ice in the

beach will prolong thaw, and upon melt, generates unique
arctio beach forms including gravel piles, pits, kettle
holes, distorted bedding, depressions, and scraps.

In

the absence of dunes, tundra melt water flows onto and
across the beach building microfans at the tundra-beach
interface and miorodeltas at the shoreline.

OPEN WATER
Introduction
The open water period is defined as the time when
the sea has less than one-tenth of its surface covered
with floating ice (Barker et al, 1966).

In this study,

it is more generally refers to the period between breakup
and freezeup, when the edge of the pack ice is seaward
of the shore.

The removal of the ice permits wind and

pressure systems to interact with the water and land
surfaces generating waves, currents, sea set-up,

eolian

activities, and mixing between salt and fresh water.
These processes, coupled with the thermal effects of
above

0 °C

processes.

temperatures, are here called the open water
Open water is therefore a period when the

purely arctic nature of the environment, the ice cover,
is partially removed, and processes common to all coastal
environments —
activity —

waves, currents, tides, and

may act.

eolian

The influence of the high latitude

remains, however, in the form of a strong coriolis para
meter, pronounced Ekman transport, and the effect of
proximity to the pack ice on wave generation.
Open water processes and the associated responses of
the beach and nearshore zones at Pingok Island and selected
sites are subjects of this chapter.

The morphological

response in the study area is examined at several frequency
52
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levels, ranging from daily beach changes to island
migration.
Open Water Energy Regimes
The atmospheric and marine processes operative
during the 1972 open water period (August and September)
at Pingok Island are summarized in Pigures 28 and Table 3.
Northeasterly winds, associated with high pressure systems,
arrived

63#

of the time, their wind generated waves and

currents, dominating the morphologic response and pro
ducing offshore movement of ice, lower sea level and air
temperature.
Westerly winds, associated with low pressure systems,
arrived

37#

of the period, generating westerly waves and

east-flowing currents, raising sea level and air tempera
tures, and producing onshore movement of sea ice.

Low

waves arrived during August with an average height of 16cm
and period of 1.8 seconds.

In early September, the pack

ice moved out enabling the generation of higher waves with
an average height and period of 60cm and
respectively.

5*4

seconds

Sea level had a maximum range of at least

90cm.
The composite of 36 beach sediment samples collected
at Pingok Island during moderate wavs conditions is shown
in Table 4*

The sediments are noticeably bi-modal.

The

coarse fraction is characteristic of arctic beach sediments
and has been noted by Werner and Sohalk (1959)» Moore (1961),
Sax (1964), and MoCann and Owens (1969)*

Selective movement
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Figure 28. Plot of the daily averages of selected marine
and atmospheric parameters at Pingok Island, July 11 to
September 25» 1972. Measurements are: atmospheric pressure,
wind speed, wind direction (by 1 8 0 quadrant;, sealevel,
wave height, wave period, temperature, and percentage of
sea ioe in the nearshore zone.

TABLE 3
SUMMARY OP DAILY MEANS OP SELECTED MARINE AND
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS AT PINGOK ISLAND
WIND

Date

Quadrant

July

E o

1- 1 8 0 °

11-31

*

#

Dir.
T.N.

*

38°

85

5.9

284°

15

Vel(kt)+

10.1

~

1 8 1 -3 6 0 °

Means
Pressure

Waves

Mean
H(cm)

1018.5

1.5

2.4

August
1-31

E
W

11.0

5°°o
276°

63
37

1009.3

8.7

Sept.
1-25

E
W

12.7
13.5

66°o
279

63
37

1019.0

-1.3

T(sec)

*

12

1.9

24

1.6

52
23

67
50

5.4
5.3

58
42

Wind and wave characteristics are summarized according to the quadrant
from which they arrived.
+Wind speed is average of all speeds.
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and deposition resulted in zonation of the Pingok Island
sediment across the surf and awash zones, the sediment
being fine seaward of the swash bar, bi-raodal on the bar,
and finer landward of the bar.

Sorting tended to decline

with grain size, then increases amongst the coarser
samples ( > —

1*0

agreeing with the trend noted by

Sonu (1972).

TABLE 4
COMPOSITE OP PINGOK ISLAND BEACH SEDIMENT

*
20

1

ro

Granules

-6

c+
0

to

Very coarse sand

0

to

-1

7

Coarse sand

0

to

1

13

Medium sand

1

to

2

37

Pine

2

to 3

10

8 and

Very fine sand

3 to 4

13

1

-2

Median 4 diam.

ir.
\
C\J

Pebbles

i

4

1.45

tr.

Two-Dimensional Beach Response
The type and magnitude of two-dimensional beach response
is directly related to input wave conditions.

These condi

tions in the arctic are in turn a function of the available
fetch, which is dependent on the position of the pack ice,
prevailing wind characteristics, and the offshore topography.
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Given the persistent nature of the winds in the study
area, the waves are normally fetch limited (i.e. not
significantly functions of duration).
At both sites beach grids were established to measure
beach response.

The planar morphology of the beach and

proximity to the field camp was considered in locating
the grids.

Their locations are shown in Figure 29 for

Pingok Island, Figure 14 (numbers 1-11) for the adjacent
Jones and Return Islands, and Figure 15 for Point Lay.
Two distinct periods of wave intensity and beach
response occurred at Pingok Island during 1972.

Short

low waves arrived before September 4, with significantly
larger waves following until at least September 26.

Both

periods can be directly related to the position of the
pack ice.

Before September 3, the pack ice remained

relatively close to shore (1 0 - 2 0 km).

.during an easterly

storm (September 4-8), the ice moved and stayed out over
1 0 0 km

enabling the generation of swell and moderately

large wind waves.

The maximum possible fetch to the

east of Pingok Island was 1,000km.
Beach response during the low wave period (average
wave height

1 6 cm,

average period

in the low (less than
wide) eurf zone.

0

1.8

seconds) was contained

.5 m above waterlevel), narrow (5 - 1 0 m

This zone always consisted of a sub

merged gravel beach step upon which waves broke as
plunging or spilling breaker; a beach face composed of
bi-modal sediments; and near the swash limit, either a

unr

~ T“
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1

Pigure 29. ?tlap cf Pingok Island showing location of the field camp, beach
grids (I, II and III^profiles A-L, and spits surveyed (I, II and III).
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small gravel berm or small erosional scarp.
Variation in the prevailing wind, wind waves and sea
level conditions effected rapid response of the beach.

The

mean variation in sea level associated easterly winds causing
set-down and westerly winds set-up, was 22cm, with a maximum
range of at least 90cm.

Fluctuations of this magnitude,

(typical along the coast as a result of the pronounced
coriolis effect), superimposed on the 25-50cm high swash
zone, acted to shift the location of the surf zone.

Westerly

winds created set-up moving the surf zone up the shore,
while easterly winds moved it down.

As a result, if east

erly conditions followed westerly, the upper beach features
were emerged and preserved.

However, in the reverse situa

tion the lower beach features were submerged and reworked
by the swash.

The former tended to produce a series of

berms and/or scarps across the beach face, often only
centimeter apart, (Figure 30), while the latter produced
a single berm or scarp at the swash limit (Figure 31)•
During the 3? day period between breakup and September 3i
eight separate berms and four scarps were fomcd along
Grid I.

This effect of sea level set-up and set-down,

under low wave conditions, typical of the Alaskan arctic
coast, has not previously been reported.

Similar processes

and features may exist in the lower latitudes.
The net effect of the high frequency beach response
to small wave agitation was superficial disturbance of
the lower beach face.

The overall two-dimensional beach

Figure 30. Minature ridge and runnel
system backed by a small erosion scarp.
The line of driftwood on the beach
represents the 1 9 7 1 limit of wave
activity. Waves are approximately
15cm high. Pingok Island, August 14,
1972.

Pigure 31* View of the lower beach
face showing gravel bands, backed by
a minature berm. The gravel bands
represent an earlier berms that was
flattened by rising swash. Pingok
Island, August 10, 1972.
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configuration was unaffected.

Along Grid I the net

change in beach volume per meter from July 22 to Sep
tember

3

ranged

totals from 0.1

from

.03

to

0

.2 m^, with cumulative

to 1.0m^ (Figure 32).

Low wave conditions are characteristic of the
Arctic.

Evidence along the Jones Islands indicates that

similar conditions dominated the entire

1971

open water

period, the swash never overtopping the beach crest (0 .7 5 1m above sea level) (Figure 30)*

At Barrow, Hume and Schalk

(1964) have reported years (e.g. 1955) when the sea ice
remained adjacent to the shore during the entire open
water period, and in other seasons recorded an average
seasonal wave height of 17cm.

In the Canadian archipelago,

low wave conditions become even more persistent (McCann
and Owens, 1970).
Along the north Alaskan coast, low wave conditions
are more likely

to occur and persist in the southern sec

tions of the cape systems along the western coast and
along the eastern coast between Point Barrow and Jago
Spit.
The second period of beach response at Pingok Island
resulted from an offshore movement of the pack ice, rein
forced by an easterly storm (September 4-9)*
fetch (approximately

1 0 0 - 2 0 0 km)

of a moderate swell (height

2 -2

The larger

permitted the generation
.5 m, period

9-10

seconds)

by the storm, followed by moderate wind wave (average
height 1m, period 4-5 seconds).

Pigure 32 illustrates
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Figure 32. Plot of wave height, ewaBh limit, erosiondeposition node, and beach volume change at Pingok Island,
Grid I. The swash limit and node are measured landward
from the seaward limit of the grid. The erosion-deposition
node represents the position on the beach face of the upper
limit of beach erosion or deposition (below the node), and
lower limit of similtaneous deposition or erosion above
the node. The net volume changes above and below the node
are shown either side of the line below. Letters refer
to profile configurations discussed in text.
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the immediate response in wave height and beach volume
changes at Pingok Island on and after September 4.

The

volume of beach change increased by an order of magnitude
over the lower energy conditions•

These conditions are,

however, exceptional for the eastern coast*
and J. DiMaio —

personal communications),

(E. Reimnitz
though moder

ate wind waves are characteristic along the central and
southern portions of the western coast, including the
Point Lay area.

As Figure 33 shows, the normal changes

in beach volume at Point Lay (July 11 to August 13) are
of the same order of magnitude as the exceptional Pingok
response.
The recurrence of the moderately high waves is related
to the wind characteristics and to occasional storms.
Variations in wind direction occurred in cycles of 1-4
days at Pingok Island, and 1-7 days at Point Lay.

One

easterly storm lasting 5 days occurred at Pingok Island
and two westerly storms lasting 3 and 5 days occurred at
Point Lay.
The two-dimensional beach response to these input
frequencies fits within the beach-profile transition model
developed by Sonu and van Beek (1971) and Sonu and James
(1973)*

This model (Pigure 34) predicts sequential changes

in beach profile according to their configuration.
change (accretion or erosion) can only occur in the
direction of the arrows.

Beach

May

Jw m

My

Oct

M
W »

-J

u •

1.S

Pigure 33. plot of srash limit, erosion deposition noda» and beach volume changes
at Point Lay, Grid I
See Figure 3- for explanation of measurements.
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Figure 34. Schematic diagram showing characteristic
sequence of profile change (after Sonu and van Beek,
1971).
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Daily beach surveys on Grid I, Pingok Island, showed
that sequential beach profile changes underwent a regular
transitional aequence following this model.

Pigure 35

shows selected beach profiles (A, B, C, D, and E on Grid I)
during the period September 3 through September 25.

The

beach initially had a convex configuration (C, Pigure 35);
increasing wave energy due to the storm passage generated
an erosional profile change, C^-B-^A, during the period
September 4-6.

Wave energy began subsiding on September 6

and rapid accretion generated an a U b ^ C 1 profile tran
sition during the period September 6-12.

At Grid II, a

similar profile transition took place during and after the
storm.

Profile G, Grid II, had an initial convex confi

guration (Pigure 36) and during the period September 3-18
followed the model sequence, ending with a B 1 configuration;
the development of a prominent berm and runnel.
and runnel is shown in Pigure 37.

This berm

Grid III profiles

(Pigure 38) displayed similar transitions and took 13 days
to move through the sequence A 1^ » A-^*A1- ^ B 1- ^ C 1.

The

fact that no two profiles moved through the same transition
sequence, indicates that while a given profile has a pre
dictable response, longshore variation resulting from
rythmic beach topography offsets the continuity of this
response along the beach.
Pigures 32 and 33 illustrates the close relationship
between wave height, swash limit, position of the erosion-
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Figure 35. Selected changes in beach configuration along
profiles A, B, C, D and E, Grid I, Pingok Island.
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Figure 36. Changes in beach profiles P f G and H, Grid II,
Pingok Island. The position of the three profiles on the
total beaeh is shown in the upper inset.
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Pigure 37* Newly developed berm and runnel,
Pingok Island, September 25» 1972. Note
storm erosion scarp on left.
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Figure 38. Selected changes in profiles J. K and I. Grid
III, Pingok Island.
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deposition node, and the volume of beach change, at
Pingok Island during the open water period.

Both erosion

and deposition occurred on either side of the node between
most daily measurements.

Note that the greatest amount

of change (Figure 32) occurred during two periods,

Septem

ber 3-12, and September 19-22, both following periods of
moderate wave action.

Only when one trend exceeded the

other did a depositional or eroeional transition occur.
Even during periods of considerable beach erosion, upper
beach deposition occurred, (September 5» Figure 32, and
August 6, Figure 33)*

At both sites a similar pattern of

volume change was observed.

Rising waves caused lower

beach deposition and upper beach erosion (C-^B, Figure 32),
soon followed by erosion across most of the beach (B^A).
With a decrease in wave action rapid deposition on the lower
beach occurred for several days (A-**A1), with a minor upper
beach erosion (A^-^ B 1

).

The erosion resulted from

a runnel forming behind the berm.
These cycles indicate four important aspects of Alaskan
arctic beaches:

(1) the arrival of moderately high waves

initiates a transition sequence in beach configuration which
fits within the general beach cycle transition model developed
on mid-latitude beaches by Sonu and van Beek (1971).

This

implies that active beach configuration will respond to a
given process in an identical manner to non-arctic beaches;
(2)

Variation in the direction, sequence, and number of

profile transitions among the Pingok Island beach grids
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inidcates that additional longshore parameters modify the
sequences*

This was anticipated by Conu and James (1973)

who suggested that longshore adjustments need to be made
to the model.

The cause of this longshore variation on

Pingok Island is probably related to the presence of the
rhythmic features and outer bars generating variation in
breaker characteristics and sediment movement, which
results in the beach face being relatively steep and
narrow in the bays and gentle and wider on the horns;

(3)

The dependence of cycle initiation on infrequent summer
storm waves necessitates a long residence time (during
winter and low wave conditions) for individual profile
states, followed by rapid profile transitions, thus attest
ing to the unpredictable magnitude of beach morphological
response; and (4) Because of number 3, beach response during
the short open water period is of great importance in the
arctic, as significant changes generated by a major summer
storm will have protracted influence on the morphology when
followed by calmer open water seasons.
Outer Bars
The dominant easterly winds and westerly currents along
the eastern coast interact with the gentle offshore slope
(1x100-1:190) and 9-10m thick bottom sediments (Reimnitz
et al, 1972b) to generate a net westerly movement of sedi
ment.

This sediment is moved at the shoreline by breaking

waves, waves, swash, and wave-generated currents, and sea
ward of.the surf sons by wave orbital motion and coastal
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currents.

The two separate zones and mechanisms of

transport generate two separate responses of the movable
bed.

One is reflected in the high frequency beach response,

the other in the formation of outer bars.

Outer bars occur

ring between the shoreline and the 10m contour, several
hundred meters seaward, are prevalent along much of the
coast (as previously seen).

These bars may parallel or

be attached to the shore, they usually occur in series
and each bar may extend continuously for several kilo
meters.
Bathymetry.

A series of 35 offshore profiles (Figure

39) was run off Pingok and Leavitt Islands with a Raytheon
fathometer.

Four distinct outer bars (I-IV, Figure 39)

were readily apparent in both plan and profile views.

The

presence of the bars has generated four shoreline rhythms:
the horns labeled A, B, C, and 0 and bays A, B, C, D, and
E, in Figure 39*

In each case, the bars intersect the

shoreline at an angle between 8-10° and are skewed to the
west, the result of dominant easterly waves and westerly
setting currents.

Note that each bar ends seaward at a

point nearly opposite the region where a downdrift bar
attaches to the shoreline, causing the bars to overlap.
The bars average 4.0km in length* 200m in width, and 2.5-3m
in height, with the orest 3-4m below the surface.

Toward

the end of the bar, it reaches a maximum distance from
shore, approximately 400m, where the crest deepens to 4-5m
and eventually disappears.
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Pigure 39* Nearshore bathymetry off Pingok and Leavitt
Islands (August-September, 1972)* Note the presence of
outer bars which extend to the shore9 generating shoals
and shoreline rythms. Bar profiles on right, are in line
with their respective beach ranges (1 through 35)*
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In section the bars are asymetrical.

The shoreward

slope is steep, resting at the angle of repose, while the
seaward slope is gentler (see profiles in Pigure 39).
The bars are best developed immediately downcurrent of
the shoal where the width is narrowest, the crest highest
(3m), and asymmetry most pronounced.

Toward the end of

the bar, it becomes more symmetrical, widens, and de
creases in height.

In addition to the four outer bars

several secondary deformations of the bed, both seaward
and landward of the bars are present.

These deformations

have produced some secondary bars, shoals, and troughs,
but do not display the regularity or relief of the larger
bars.
Pigure 40 shows an aerial view of waves breaking on
the outer bar (Bar III, Pigure 39) at Pingok Island.

The

photograph vividly shows the attaching of the outer bar to
the shoreline and is typical of the other bars in the
vicinity.

Pigure 41, taken July 8, 1972, shows the result

ing rhythmic shoreline that develops as a result of the
outer bars.

Note also the well-developed ridge and swale

systems shown in the foreground.

This has resulted from

previous migration of bars and will be discussed in a
following section.
Interpretation of Bar Morphology.

The study of

rhythmic topography has recently received growing atten
tion.

Sonu (1973)

summarized these studies and puts

forward a scheme of
shown in Table 5»

outer and inner

bar systems,

The asterisks (Table 5) indicate the
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Figure 40, Waves breaking on the
outer bar off Pingok Island (Bar III,
Figure 39)• Note the two bar to the
east of Pingok, off Bodfish and Cottle
Islands. September 20, 197?. Photo
by J. M. Coleman.

Pigure 41. Shoreline rythms along
Pingok Islands (horns C and D, Figure 39).
Note the ridge and swales systems in
the foreground. July 8, 1972.

TABLE 5
DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN OUTER- AND INNER-BAR RHYTHMIC TOPOGRAPHIES
Outer-Bar Rhythm
300-3»OOOm+
Shape

Correlation with
shoreline rhythm

^Predominantly symmetrical
Continuous series

Often but of phasebetween
bar and shoreline
rhythms
Shoreline rhythm may be
smooth
Bar points not neces
sarily contiguous to
shore
(Ridge and swale topo
graphy developed on
shoreline rhythms)
(Landward extent of shore
line rhythms difficult
to delimit on low
barrier islands)

Inner-Bar Rhythm
Order of I0*m
Skewed shape frequent
Discontinuous series
more frequent
^Usually in phase
Shoreline rhythms always
* present
Oblique shoals anchored
at horns

TABLE 5 (Continued)

Outer-Bar Rhythm
3 0 0 - 3 ,0 0 0 m+

Modification and
Movement

Correlation with
Nearshore currents

Bar rhythm relatively
* stable after formation
Bar and shoreline
rhythms may migrate
m independently
Little movement normal
to shore
«

Tends to skew downdrift
under longshore
« currents
Generates circulations
of moderate speeds

Inner-Bar Rhythm
Order of lO^m

Both bar and shoreline
rhythms ephemeral
No sustained longshore
migration
Active shoreward migra
tion and climb on shore
under swell activities
t
Oblique bar develops a
gentle upstream slope
and steep lee slope
Generates strong circula
tions and meandering
currents with rips

^Wavelenght Pingok 5-6,000m.
Agreement with Pingok-Leavitt bars, and aerial observations of eastern coast
bars. (Characteristics in parentheses are unique to arctic bars and are
inserted by the writer.) (After Sonu, 1973)*
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agreement of the Pingok-Leavitt bar system with those
described by Sonu.

Note that although the bars display

the features characteristic of Sonu's "Outer Dar Rhythm"
(Table 5) they also display a large number of the char
acteristics ascribed to the "Inner-Bar Rhythm."

The

reason for this discrepancy is that the bars described
by Sonu are based on field work along moderate energy
coasts where waves are capable of developing distinct
inner bar system.

Under such conditions, the inner bars

development is primarily associated with wave breaking
and wave generated currents in the surfzone.

These bars

act normal to the shore and tend to migrate diagonally
into the beach producing the associated shoreline rhythms.
The circulation systems related to the formation of the
outer bars extent to, but cannot penetrate, the breakerline.

With the disintegration of the formative mechanism,

the outer bars terminate seaward of the breaker line.

Along

the Alaskan arctic coast, however, the small to moderate
waves break at the foot of the beach.

Therefore the surf-

zone is restricted to a relatively narrow zone adjacent to
the beach and even in the presence of bar shoals, no inner
bars are generated.

As a result, the mechanisms which

affect the development of the outer bars can extend almost
to the shoreline, and thereby affect the shoreline rhythms.
The arctic bars represent the first known evidence of outer
bars consistently extending to and actively modifying the
shoreline in the absence of inner barB.

However, it is

expected that similar morphology will result wherever
the above processes and bed characteristics are present.
Figure 42 ahows a series of profiles along different
ranges (Range 26-18) of the outer bar III shown in Figure
39.

This structure strongly resembles that described by

Sonu (1973) for the Inner bar structure along the Florida
coast.

The major difference is scale.

The bar begins

as a convex shoal (Range 26), then moves offshore and
assumes its asymmetrical shape (Range 25).

Moving along

shore the bar continues further offshore, maintaining the
asymmetry, increasing in height, yet decreasing the crest
depth (Ranges 21 and 23).

Finally it disintigrates as a

broad symmetrical ahoal (Range 18) ana is opposite a new
bar that has developed on the shore.
Bar Formation.

The presence of outer bars represent

the response of a movable bed to wave agitation coupled
with coincident coastal currents.
arctic moving across
except

the nearshore

zone do not breuk

during severe storms or periods of exceptionally

high waves (Figure 40).

Usually waves pass over the

bars and break at the shoreline.
currents over the bar crests
orbital

The low waves in the

motion are

is therefoz1#

However, unidirectional

associated with wave

capable of moving sediments.

suggested

It

that the mechanism of bar

formation is closely linked

to both the dominant inci

dent wave and to the coincident wind and wave generated
coastal currents, with waves determining the pattern of bar
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Figure 42. Selective bar profiles showing the pattern of
bar development (see Figure 39 for location of ranges).
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Figure 43. Sequential profiles along Range 17* showing
the onshore migration of two bars. This migration occurred
during the period of moderately high easterly waves.
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development and both wave orbital motion and coastal
currents providing the mechanism of arranging the sediment
into this pattern.
Swift et al (1972) observed active sediment movement
on the crests of bar off the Virginia coast in 10m of
water, on "calm summer days".

Currents up to 5cm per

second usually with a unidirectional component were
associated with the waves.

Material put into suspension

by the waves can then be acted on by the coastal currents.
Bajorunes (1970)# in relation to outer bars, has stressed
that though wave power and nearshore currents are the main
elements in sediment transport# wuve action acts to place
the sand in suspension, while currents determine the direc
tion of movement.

Off Pingok Island, wind-generated coastal

currents ranged in velocity from 30-50cm per second, a
speed capable of sediment movement without wave agitation.
E. Ueimnitz (personal cummunications) observed that
the bars off Pingok Island, have crests consisting of medium
to fine sand, with coarse sand and gravel on the lee side
and in the troughs.

This sediment pattern agrees with the

lag deposits observed by Cwift et al (1972), where the
troughs were floored with primary lag deposits of coarsepebbly sand, the crests with secondary lag medium to fine
sand, and the flanks with fine to very fine wave-winnowed
sands.

The lag deposits and the asymmetrical bar profile

imply that the direction of bar movement is in the direc
tion of the leeward face.

The mechanism of bar formation, resulting from ma::s
movement of the bed, remains to be determined,

fwift

et al (1972) have suggested three mechanisms of bar
genesis, one of which, spiral flow systemF, may be appli
cable in the present situation.

This system involves

"secondary flow" patterns consisting of an accelerating
descending flow and an ascending gentle flow.

In associa

tion with a movable bed, erosion occurs on the oinking
flank and accretion on the rising.
reinforce the flow.

Once formed, the bars

This flow could be generated over the

bars in question, but whether the flow results from the
presence of the bars, or forms the bars, is unknown.
In addition, evidence along the western coast (Figure
5) indicates that the pattern of bar spacing anu orienta
tion is related to the angle of wave approach, bars tenaing
to be more transverse where waves approach at an angle and
parallel to the coast where wave arrive normal.
Par Migration.
Leavitt bars

The lateral

was estimated

migration of the Pingok-

from comparison

of bar

location in 1950 and 1955 aerial photographs and during
the 1972 field surveys.

Over the 22 year period, the

points where the bars intersected the shoreline migrated
between 1,000-2,000a, averaging to 70m per year.

This

gives an average daily rate during open water of

1.2m.

However, the daily and seasonal rates
be extremely variable
the prevailing

wind

are expected to

because of their dependence on
and wave conditions,

and

the
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occurrence of occasional severe storms.

Moody (1964)

observed that sand ridges off the Delaware coast migrated
as much as 40m during the great Ash Wednesday storm of
1962.

Off Pingok Island, the only sequential bottom

profile (Pigure 43) showed considerable movement of the
bars occurred during the period of high easterly waves
(September 4-9)*

The outer portion of bar II (Pigure 39)

migrated 300m onshore, and the inner portion of bar III
migrated 100m onshore.

As this was the only sample, the

longshore component could not be estimated.

Also this

sample need not be representative of the entire system.
If such rates were typically associated with storms, it
might be assumed that occasional severe storms control
the bar migration.

It is more likely a combination of

the normal and exceptional conditions that affect the
migration.
Given the average rate of 70m per year, the bare
would migrate one wavelength (4»500km) in approximately
65 years.

The bar wavelength and migration rate agree

with a summary of worldwide bar lengths and migrations
as seen in Pigure 44*

This figure also shows that the

arctic bars have a spacing and migration rate similar
to bars on higher wave energy ooasts.

This agreement

suggests that the mechanisms of bar formation, the
nearshore waves cna coastal currents, are similar be*
tween the areas, though associated with two significantly
different wave environments.
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Figure 44. Rates of migration of cusp-type sand waves
versus wave length (after Sonu, 1968).
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Beach Modification with Bars.

The beach along Pingok

and the adjacent inlands ranges in width from 5 to 190rn
in association with shoreline rythms generoted by the
bars.

(On the barrier islands the beach width includes

the entire island).

Lateral migration of the bars unu

shoreline rhythms averaging 70m per year generates corres
ponding changec in beach width at a rate of approximately
2m per year.

The high frequency fluctuations in beach

width during 1972 (up to 30m) are deviations in the long
term trend, find therefore cannot be taken an an indicator
of longterm trends.
However, the upper beach surface contains beach
ridge and swale systems associated with migration of the
shoreline rhythms.
Pingok Island.

Figure 29 shov/s these systems on

Beach ridge and swale systems are also

present on Spy, Leavitt, Bertoncini, Codfish, Cottle, and
Long Islands.

The ridges extend laterally for up to 700m

(average 380m), paralleling the downdrift side of the
horns.

Ridge width ranges from 10-40m, anm maximum ele

vation is 1.5m above sea level.

The swales range in width

from 10-30m with an elevation of 0.25-0.5m.
Figure 45 schematically illustrates the development
of ridge and swale systems.

As the bar and shoreline

rhythm move alongshore (dashed to solid outline) erosion
and beach retreat take place on the updrift side of the
rhythm, and deposition and beach growth on the downdrift

w **es
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Figure 45. Schematic diagram showing migration of outer bar and shoreline
rhythm, and development of beach ridge and swale systems.
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sido.

If, in the area of beach growth, a new berm and

runnel system develops (R^, Figure 45)» continued growth
of the beach will prograde the berm building a beach ridge.
Continued progradation of the beach and the occasional
development of a new berm and runnel generates a series of
abandoned ridge and swale systems paralleling the downdrift
beach (R1 - R^).

In areas of beach erosion, trundation of

the seaward end of the ridge and swale systems is occurring.
Figure 29 shows several examples of ridge truncation.
Along Pingok Island, four new berm and runnel systems
up to

320m

in length were built along the western half of

the island shore in September 1972 (Figure 36, profile C,
and Pigure 37).

The new berms beginning with an A 1 profile

configuration represented a seaward growth of the beach,
abandoning the previous beach face.

(This occurrence is

a deviation from the transition model).

Assuming conuitione

are favorable, i.e. they are located in an area of beach
growth, and no severe storms occur for a few seasonc, they
are built upwards and outwards over a period of years into
a new ridge, the runnel being elevated to a swale.

There

fore, infrequent severe storms followed by seasons of low
wave conditions may be triggering mechanism of berm-ridge
development.

Each new berm represents rapid deposition

following a storm, and its continuous growth reflects the
subsequent calmer periods.
The preservation of these abandoned ridge and swale
systems over a period of decades is unique to the Arctic.
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In the low latitudes, aeolian and storm activity tend to
rework the berms and beach ridges.

In the Arctic, however,

several factors favor their preservation:

(1) Disturbance

by severe storms is rare, and even the 1970 westerly storm
surge which covered the beaches did not modify the systems;
(2) The beaches are frozen for ten months of the year,
protecting the systems from aeolian and wave activity; (3)
The coarse fraction in the beach sediments forms a gravel
pavement on the ridges once surface deflation has occurred.
This pavement prevents further aeolian erosion; (4) The
swales are filled with water during much of the open water
season as a result of ice and snow melt trapped by the
impermeable permafrost forming perched lakes (Walker, 1967).
The water prevents aeolian erosion though wind generated
waves and currents rework the bottom.
Inlet Morphology and Sediment Transport
Inlets have originated as breaches in the wave built
barriers.

Breaching occurs during river breakup when melt

water floods the lagoons and during severe westerly storms.
In the presence of bars, breaching tends to occur downdrift
of the horns, where the shoreline is narrowest (Pigure 39,
areas Af, B^, and E-j).

Subsequent longshore transport of

sediment into the breaches will tend to narrow them suffi
ciently to produce a well-defined channel and inlet shoreline.
Their continued maintenance is related to lagoon geometry,
amount of longshore sediment transport, tidal range, and
nearshore bar morphology.
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Western Coast.

On the western coast, wave energy

is sufficient to rapidly move sediment into breaches or
inlets.

Thus the islands are continuous, and the inlets

relatively few and narrow (average one inlet for 12km of
barrier, mean inlet width 130m, O" 70m).

Along the Kasega-

luk Lagoon section, the barrier contained eight inlets in
spring 1972.

The dynamic nature of these inlets is indi

cated by comparison of

1955

aerial photographs and 1972

aerial reconnaissance which shows that four of these inlets
were formed during the intervening period, and four others
had been sealed off.

Inlet breaching in this area is more

likely to be related to river melt flooding the lagoon
and breaking through low points in the barrier.

In the

Cape Thompson region, most river mouths are blocked by
sediment transport during open water (Moore, 1960).
The inlet in the vicinity of the Point Lay camp site
was breached by river meltwater in the late 1960's.

At

the beginning of the 1972 field season, the inlet was 182
meters wide and the channel depth averaged 9*2 meters oeep
(Figure 46a).

High wave action in the middle of July

caused appreciable alongshore drift and the spit on the
southern side of the inlet built up, narrowing the inlet
to a width of approximately 30 meters.

On August 4 and 5,

1972, a severe southwest storm generated a 50cm rise in
sea level and waves 2-2.5m high with a period of 4-6 seconds
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Figure 46. Point Lay inlot. a. July 4t 1972. Mapped from
photos oourtooy of bureau of Land Management, Department
of Interior (Alaska State Offioe). b. September 19, 1972,
note the closure of the inlet and northward migration of
the inlet bar (dashed line).
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pounded the coast.

These conditions moved a minimum of

10,000 m^ of sediment into the inlet and built a 1.9
meter high beach across the inlet, seeling it, within a
24 hour period (Figure 46b).

It is apparent that the inlets

along the western coast sre formed rapidly by river meltwater breaching and sealed quickly by severe wave action
and attendant high alongshore sediment-transport.
Eastern Coast.

Along the eastern coast inlets are

wider (mean width 540m^*700m) and more numerous (one for
every 5km of barrier).

This is a result of:

(1) the

greater lagoon flushing resulting from the wider, more
open lagoons;

(2) the opposing low wave conditions

arriving at an angle to the coast which have generated
chains of irregular, discontinuous barrier islands; and
(3) the migration of the transverse bars which affect
narrowing and possible breaching of the barriers, and may
assist maintenance of the breaches through associated
hydraulic and morphologic effects.
The predominately low easterly and westerly waves are
insufficient to seal or well-define the inlets, except along
the section east of Jago Spit.

During September 1972,

however, the unusually high easterly waves generated on the
A \

order of 1 0 V of sediment transport along the Jones Islands.
In a 3-week period, these waves and associated sediment
transport effected major changes in inlets either side of
Pingok Island and the western ends of Leavitt and Spy Islands.
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The eastern end of Pingok Island underwent severe
thermal and mechanical erosion of the low tundra bluffs,
retreating as much as 40m, with concurrent growth of a
recurved inlet spit, as shown in Figure 47a.
of the island, there was no tundra erosion.

(Around moct
Retreat on

the order of 1-5m occurred around approximately 10# of
the island.) Two well defined inlet channels 2m deep
developed, one adjacent to the spit and one in the center,
and emerged shoals filled much of the previously wide
shallow inlet.

See Figure 29, Spit III.

Similar changes occurred in
and Leavitt Islands.

the inlet between Pingok

This inlet is located in the bay

zone of a shoreline rhythm (area B, Figure 39).

The inlet

was breached during the September 1970 westerly storm.

In

July 1972 it was a 400m wide, 2m deep inlet with a poorlydefined channel against the western bank.

The spit at the

eastern side was initially pointed seaward (Figure 47b,
line 1), suggesting a dominance of lagoon outflow and west
erly waves over northeasterly waves during 1971.

Prior to

September 4, the spit

maintained its size, curving into the

lagoon under easterly

conditions and seaward under westerly

conditions (lines 2 and 3).

However, during and following

the period of higher waves, it extended more than 150m into
the inlet (lines 4 and 5).

In addition, another 250m long

exposed shoal was built up in line with the spit further
into the inlet.

The western side of this shoal formed the

new eastern shore of the inlet (see spit II, Figure 29).
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At the same time, a recurved spit on the western bank
(Leavitt Island) extended more than 200m into the inlet.
In a period of six weeks the growth of both spits moved
a minimum of 30,000m^ of sediment into the inlet, arrowing
it from 400 to 70m.
The western ends of Leavitt and Spy Islands also
extended westward.

Leavitt Island grew by at least 130m

and a shoal off the western end emerged and increased in
size.

On Spy Island, a berm and runnel system developed

around the western end, in planar shape suggesting a new
recurved spit.

The development of a new spit is possibly

triggered by the rapid deposition following a severe storm,
producing a new berm and swale which subsequent calmer
seasons prograde into a ridge or spit.
Island Migration
The barrier and tundra islands of the Alaskan arctic
coast are migrating in the direction of net sediment move*
ment with associated inlet migration causing short-term
changes in island geometry* especially in length.
On Pingok Island, Dygas et al (1972) estimated that
5 2
between 1 9 4 9 and 1971, 7.1 x 10 m had been eroded from the
eastern end.

Assuming deposition of the same magnitude and

frequency occurs at the western end, Pingok Island would
migrate one island length in approximately 1,000 years, at
an average rate of 6m per year.
considerably.

Actual rates fluctuate

During 1972, the eastern end was eroded 40m

and the western end grew 130m.
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Sequential maps and aerial photographs of Pingok and
Leavitt Islands (1908, 1950, 1955, and 1972), Long and Egg
Island (1908, 1950, 1955, 1970, and 1972), and the Tapkaluk
Islands (1950, 1955) on the western coast were examined
for evidence of island migration.

While they exhibit con

siderable internal (inlet) mobility, their overall lateral
migration was slight, though the western end of Long Island
has extended 800m, and the eastern end of Pingok Island
was truncated prior to 1950 forming the inlet east of spit
III.
The Maguire Islands (Figure

48

), situated 130km east

of Pingok Island, lie 5km offshore and are well exposed to
easterly conditions.

Between 1908 and 1950, all four islands

migrated westward an average of 1,000m, or approximately
25m per year.

Between 1950 and 1955, the western end of

Duchess, Alaska, and Challenge Islands extended by 500, 300,
and 150m respectively, or an average of 90m per year.

This

greater average can be attributed to season variations in
inlet morphology.

In addition, the islands have undergone

considerable variation in width, inlet position, and bar
migration.

The bars along the islands have generated pro

minent shoreline rhythms with an average spacing of 700m
(range 200-1,000m), suggesting that they migrate faster
than the Pingok-Leavitt bars.

The westerly currents have

also produced shorter rhythms and bars on the lagoon side
of Alaska Island.
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Figure 48. The Maguire Islands shown in 1908, 1930 and
1933* Solid arrows point to areas of significant change
between 1930 and 1933* Dashed arrows indicate the trend
of island migration between 1908 and 1930.
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Discussion
Arctic beach response to open water processes exhibits
considerable variability both in section and plan*

The

magnitude of two dimensional response is directly related
to wave height, which is in turn dependent upon the pre
vailing winds and position of the pack ice.

Low wave (less

than 30cm in height, and 1-P.5 second period) generate
minor beach forms which only superficially disturb the
beach to 0.5m above sea level.

Luring periods of higher

waves (height greater than 50cm, period 4-6 seconds), the
entire beach responds, the beach configuration moving
through a transition sequence that is dependent upon wave
growth and subsidence.

The sequence agrees with the general

model developed by Sonu and van Beek (1971).
coast, low waves predominate.

On the eastern

Infrequent higher waves will

generate a beach response an order of magnitude larger
than the low waves the effect of which nay last several
seasons.

Along the western coast the higher waves pre

dominate.
In plan, beach and nearshore morphology is dominated
by the presence of outer bars which leave the shoreline
and extend lateral to the shore for several kilometers,
before terminating several hundred meters from shore.
Shoreline rhythms associated with the bars control beach
width.

Downdrift of the horns, successive generation of

the berm and runnel systems produces beach ridge and swale
systems.

Upcurrent erosion truncates these systems.
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Longshore movement of sediment on the order of 10*m^
moved along the Pingok and Point Lay beaches during 1972.
The direction of movement is to the west along the eastern
coast, and to the north along the western coast.

Movement

of the sediment narrows and finally closes the inlets.
Inlet morphology is also related to shoreline rhythms,
tending to locate in the bay areas.
The islands on the east coast experience eastern
erosion and western extension, resulting in a net westerly
migration.

The rate of migration varies considerably from

an estimated 6m per year (Pingok Island) to 25m per year
(Maguire Islands).
A good relationship exists between the time required
for the above morphological changes to take place (i.e.,
beach response, bar migration, inlet migration, annual
sediment transport, island migration, and so on) and the
associated migration of material per unit time (Figure 49).
As is to be expected, the longer the time period, the
greater the volume of sediment migration ana the larger
the formB involved.

However, the slope of the line (V»T1^ )

indicates that summation of individual short-term migration
forms does not account for the volume involved over longer
term periods.

This implies that the long-term changes are

associated with combinations of the shorter term changes.
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FRSEZEUr
Introduction
Freezeup is the period when continuous ice cover
forms.

It is transitionary from summer to winter condi

tions during which the land and water surfaces freeze.
Along the Alaskan arctic eastern and northwestern coasts,
freezeup begins in mid-September and extends into Octo
ber.

Along the southwestern coast, it commences in

October and extends into November and December.

Signi

ficant seasonal variability is common.
This chapter discusses the general sequence of freeze
up along the coast; its effect on the beach and nearshore
zone; and the resultant snow, ice and ice-sediment features
produced in these zones.
Freezeup commences when air temperatures remain
consistently below 0°C.

(Days on which both the maximum

air temperature does not rise above 0°C and ice on the
surface of the water does not thaw are called ice days.
In this study, non-ice days are those when neither of the
above occurs.)

The low temperature causes freezing of the

top few centimeters of land and water surfaces.

The gradual

freezing of the active layer, water bodies, and condensed
water vapor, does not in itself affect response of the
beach zone (though subsequent thermal expansion of the ice
cover may affect pressure ridging and ice push, Zumberge
103
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and Wilson, 1953X

Unique arctic beach features are produced,

however, when open water processes are coupled with a
freezing environment.

The features result from deposition

of ice and ice-sediment structures on the beach and near
shore zone.

The magnitude and occurrence of the structures

depends on incoming wave energy.

Sea set-up, coastal cur

rents, and proximity to fresh-water bodies.

If calm sea

conditions accompany freezeup, they preclude the development
of all wave and swash dependent forms.

This condition

apparently occurred along the Jones Islands in the fall of
1971.
The freezeup sequence and its effects on Pingok Island
and Point Lay beach and nearshore morphology will be exa
mined in the following roughly chronological order —
frozen upper beach surface, snow cover, ice cakes, lagoon
ice-slush, frozen swash, foam anti spray, frozen beach face,
sea ice-slush, ice boulder ridges, ice push, and pressure
ridges.
Frozen Upper Beach Surface
With the onset of ice days (early September along the
eastern and northwestern coast, the late September along
the southwestern coast), the exposed beach surface between
the prevailing swash limit and the vegetated back shore
freezes.

(Prior to ice days, temperatures oscillate above

and below 0°C producing diurnal freeze and thaw of the
upper beach surface.)

Below the beach surface, freezing

will move downward with the progression of winter, even
tually reaching permafrost.

The Pingok Island beach surface first froze on
September 1 (minimum air temperature -3°C).

Subsequent

temperature fluctuations (-3 to 6.5°C) produced diurnal
freeze and thaw of the surface until September 24, though
two periods of ice days (September 14-22 and September- 25)
kept the beach frozen throughout the day.

Though the beach

was frozen on the last day of the Pingok study (September
25), subsequent thaw was possible.
Snow Cover
Snow plays an important role in the freezeup process.
It prevents eolian reworking of the beach sediment, insu
lates both frozen and unfrozen surfaces, and often is
incorporated in the beach structure.

This latter process

was observed at Point Lay in October 1972.

After a 5-29cm

thick layer of snow had been deposited on the beach, sea
level and wave height rose significantly under the influence
of westerly winds, and swash inundated the snow-covered
upper beach.

Swash did not melt the snow rather, a thin

layer of sediment was deposited directly on top of the snow.
As sea level fell and waves subsided, the snow and swash
percolating through it began to freeze and solidify.

At

the same time, below 0°C temperatures began freezing swash
on the upper beach face forming a thin ice crust.

Cubse-

quent non-ice days melted both the snow and swash struc
tures.

If air temperature had not risen significantly,

it is likely that the structures would have been preserved
within the winter beach.
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Ice Cakes
Off Fingok Island, the pack ice initially moved out
10-20km and alternating westerly anu easterly winds moved
ice inshore and offshore five times between August 6 and
September 25 (see 1-5* Figure 28).

The larger ice cakes

(ice cakes are single pieces of sea ice other than fast
ice smaller than 10m in diameter) grounded on bars while
masses of smaller cakes reached the beach causing signi
ficant wave dampening to occur during low wave conditions
(maximum wave period 2.5 seconds).

Only small pieces of

ice (le88 than 50cm in diameter) with a shallow draft
were washed onto the beach.

Luring high wave conditions

(period 4-10 seconds, height 0.5-2.5m), waves battered
large cakes in the surf zone and pushed smaller cakes
(up to 2m in diameter) up onto the beach* depositing them
up to 1m above sea level.

When stranded on beaches* ice

cakes are called ice boulders.

(Figure 50 shows cakes

deposited, sorted, and partially buried during high wave
conditions.)

Reimnitz et al (1972) described ice cakes

being stranded on barrier islands up to 4m above sea
level.

Their deposition was associated with a severe

westerly storm in September 1970 which raised sea level
3m.

The kettle hole shown in Figure 21 was a result of

ioe stranded during this storm.

Ward (1939) described

beach ramparts 1.2m high formed of drifting ice during
summer.

Deposition of an ice boulder ridge on Pingok

Island is discussed later.

Figure 50. Ice cakes being
deposited on Fingok Island
during a period of high waves.
Note the decrease in size of
boulders up the beach and their
partial burial. September 6,
1972.

Figure 51. Melting ice
boulders and beach subsi
dence on Pingok Island.
The boulders were deposited
two days earlier. The front
of the photo covers an area
of approximately 2m.
September 8, 1972.

Figure 52. Lagoon ioe-slush moving
out of Simpson Lagoon. Note the
tracks ('a' and *b') left in the ice
as it moves past ioe cakes. Photo
by D. Saunders* N.A.R.L. October 4*
1972.
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During deposition of ice boulders, if wave agitation
is sufficient to cause their agitation without transport,
swash and backwash will scour the beach under the boulders
causing them to sink into the beach.
deposition may bury the boulders.

Subsequent swash

On non-ice days, the

boulders will rapidly melt unless insulated by burial.
Figure 51 shows the melting crests of partially buried
boulders.

The exposed boulders are coated by wind blown

sand which decreases their albedo and accelerates melt.
Subsequent beach erosion may again expose the boulders
to melt.
Preservation of ice boulders through winter is depen
dent on their relative position on the beach, their size,
depth of burial, and time of deposition relative to freezeup.
Those deposited furthest from the shoreline under the
thickest sediment cover during freezeup are most likely
to be preserved.

Boulders deposited and embedded on Pingok

Island on September 5 after freezeup had begun were partially
preserved on September 25 thou#i continuous ice days had
not begun.
Ice boulders preserved through winter will melt during
the following breakup period.

Melt of the boulders causes

collapse of the beach surface and the formation of kettle
holes (Pigures 21 and 51)•

Kettle holes have been described

on Baffin Island by Tarr (1897), in Spitsbergen by Thompson
(1953)» in Antarctica by Nichols (1961), and Kirk (1966),
near Nome by Greene (1970), and in lakes in the south of
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Canada by Dionne and Laverdiere (1972).

Holes ranging

from a few centimeters to 10m in diameter and up to 1.9m
deep were observed on Pingok Island.

Numerous holes were

observed along much of the northwestern and northeastern
Alaskan coast during spring 1972.

Kettle holes on the

northeastern coast were remnants of boulders deposited
during the 1970 storm.

Wave activity during 1971 had

been too low to reach them.

Kettle holes on the northwest

coast (north of Wainwright) were the result of ice boulders
deposited during a storm in fall 1971.
Lagoon Ice-Slush
Masses of ice crystals, called frazil, first appeared
in Simpson Lagoon behind Pingok Island on September 18.
They initially occurred in pockets along the lagoon shore
and spread rapidly over most of the lagoon surface during
relatively cold calm nights of September 19 and 22, thick
ening into ice slush (1-2cm thick).

Ice slush first forms

on the brackish water lagoon and riverine areas (salinity
5-20#) as a result of the higher freezing point of brackish
water and protection from sea wave agitation.

It may form

on the lagoon weeks before the adjacent higher-salinity
(salinity 20-32$) wave-agitated sea surface.

Beginning

on September 19» wind generated currents and sea level
fluctuations regularly flushed tens of square kilometers
of ice slush out through the inlets into the nearshore
zone.

This ocourred daily in the Jones Island area, and

in September and October 1972 was observed occurring at
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numerous inlets along the northeastern Alaskan coast with
tongues of ice slush extending over 10km laterally along
the coast.

Figure 52 shows ice slush moving out of the

inlet between Long and Egg Islands.
Waves moving through ice slush, which may cover all
the nearshore water surface, are attentuated and at times
prevented from breaking by the weight of the ice.
shown in Figure 53*

This is

The currents and wave-induced movement

breaks ice slush into pancakes. 1-20cm in diameter and
1-2cm thick.
Whenever ice slush enters the surf zone, it is washed
onto the beach as pancakes.

Because of their buoyancy,

flatness, and relatively small size, pancakes are deposited
at the swash limit, often accumulating in piles large
enough to be termed an ice-slush berm (Figure 53).

(The

term 'ice-slush berm' has been applied to the structures
as they resemble in size, shape, and location on the beach
face the regular berm deposited under similar wave condi
tions. )

Sediment is deposited with the ice, at times

scattered throughout the berm, at other times completely
burying it.
Frozen Swash. Foam and Spray
Swash, foam, and spray begin freezing on the beach
face when air and water temperatures remain below 0°C,
especially if accompanied by strong winds which increase
the chill factor.

On Pingok Island, the first freezing

Figure 53. Two ice-slush
berms on Pingok Island. Note
floating lagoon ice slush in
the swash zone, and remnant
frozen swash and foam on the
upper beach (white band).
September 24, 1972.

Pigure 54* Prozen swash and
foam on Pingok Island. Note
the fresh foam line at the
swaBh limit, and sediment
covered swash to the right.
September 19, 1972. Photo by
J. M. Coleman.

Pigure 55* Beach ssotion at Pingok Island.
Note the ioe boulders on the beach surface
and lagoon ice-slush band at the swash
limit. September 21, 1972.
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ewash was simultaneous with lagoon freezing on September
19.
-1°C.

Air temperature was -4°C and water temperature was
Swash began freezing within 15 seconds on gravel

and about 20 seconds on sand, forming a continuous frazil
in about 30 seconds.

Subsequent swash destroyed the

frazil and the process began again.

With falling sea

level or decreasing wave energy, frazil was preserved on
the beach face forming a frozen beach matrix if mixed with
sediment, or a separate ice layer if not.

These processes

occurred weeks before frazil or sea ice slush formed on
the ocean surfaces.
Sea spray blown onto the beach during sub-zero tempera
tures freezes, forming a thin frazil ice layer.

Foam gen

erated by breaking waves and deposited at the swash limit
as foam banks is readily frozen on ice days, and often
embedded with sediment.

On Pingok Island, foam banks

(Figure 54) were deposited contiguous with sediment, re
sulting in. irregular sand and foam interbedding (Figure 55 and 'jOx\
Following deposition of the foam and sediment, waves began
to subside and a layer of sediment and occasional pancakes
were deposited on top of the foam.

The foam had frozen

sufficiently to prevent warping by the sediment.
of this frozen foam had a salinity of 5^*

A sample

If much more

salt were removed during the winter, it might prove diffi
cult to differentiate frozen foam from snow, whioh had a
salinity of less than 1jC in the spring beach.

Ice-cemented
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sand blocks observed on Rhode Island beach by Dillon and
Conover (1965) could have been formed by this process.
Contemporary and stranded ice slush berms, frozen swash
and ice boulder lines, as shown in Figures 50, 53 and 54,
provide a highly visible means of delineating the extent
of swash along the shore.

Though time did not permit

accurate surveying of these lines along the island, there
appeared to be variation in their vertical extent associated
with the shoreline rhythms.

The lines tended to rise in

the bays and fall around the horns, reflecting variation
in beach slope and wave transformation across the adjacent
nearshore and beach zone.
Frozen Beach Face
Freezing of the beach face within the swash zone
coincides with freezing of swash, the frozen swash acting
as a cementing agent for embedded sand and gravel and ice
boulders.

Freezing produces a hard, smooth crust on the

beach face down to the lowtide swash limits.

During sea

set-down or low wave activity, the beach may freeze close
to sea level.

Subsequently, it may be eroded or covered

by sediment (Figure 57).

During erosion, slabs of frozen

beach crust are broken off and redeposited.
Deposition of ice on the beach in the form of frozen
snow, ice boulders, ice slush, and frozen swash, spray
and foam, was observed occurring contiguously with deposi
tion of sediment and freezing of the beach face.

Under
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ideal conditions of ice days and upper beach face accre
tion, ice-sediment deposition is rapid (most of that
shown in Figures 55 and 56a, was deposited in a few hours).
The frozen layers solidify into a moderately resistant icecemented sand structure.

Increasing thickness of the struc

ture augments insulation of sub-surface layers protecting
them against thaw on non-ice days.

On such days, non-frozert

layers of sand and gravel muy be deposited over frozen
layers and subsequently be frozen.
two such structures.

Figure 56 illustrates

While Moore (1966) applied the term

'kaimoo' to this feature, confusion exists in the litera
ture as to the exact use of this term.

Greene (1970), and

Short and Wiseman (1973) described some forms resulting
from melt of such structures.
Observation of a Winter Beach
The Point Lay beach was surveyed and sectioned in
spring 1972 prior to breakup (Figures 56b, 58).
revealed ice-sediment interbedding.

The section

In Figure 58 the thin

white stringers consist of snow and frozen swash that have
been incorporated in the beach in the manner described above.
The thicker layers (1 and 2, Figure 56b) are a storm ice
foot.

Salinities of the other ice layers were very low

(less than 1$), suggesting their origin as snow.

Layering

was smooth, unlike the mottled frozen foam structures seen
forming at Pingok Island (Figure 55

and 56a).

In addition,

the 1971-72 freezeup period at Point Lay was accompanied by
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56a. Baaoh section at Pingok Island made on September 21,
1972. b. Beach section at Point Lay made on June 7, 1972.
Area 1 is the original surface of area 2 on May 25v prior
to melt•

Figure 57. Frozen beach face
(center), containing partially
buried ice boulders and slabs
of frozen sand eroded from the
forward edge. Snow, frozen
swash, and ice boulders cover
the beach in the background
with unfrozen gravel freshly
deposited in the foreground.
Pingok Island. September 19*
1972.

Figure 58. Beach section at
Point Lay. June 5» 1972.
Note the buried ice layers
and beach subsidence result
ing from melt of the ice-foot
in the foreground (layer 2
in Figure 5&).

Figure 59. Aerial photograph of
Boafish Island showing newly developed
ice-foot, and ice forming over sections
of the bar. October 4» 1972. Photo
by B. Saunders, N.A.R.L.
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numerous periods of abnormally high sea level (LIZ-? uEV'line
site personnel - personal communications) suggesting a
mechanism of sediment deposition over snow, high on the
beach.

Short and Wiseman (1973) described sedimentary struc

tures resulting from melt of these ice layers.
Late Freezeup Features
Freezing of the sea surface was late in the Alaskan
arctic in 1972.

Complete freezing of the nearshore waters

had not occurred at Pingok Island by October 1, or at Point
Lay by November 1 (P. Barnes —

personal communications).

Average date of the freezeup at Point Lay is November 4
(Hartwell, 1971).

As of the beginning of December, the

open water extended for tens of kilometers offshore at
Barrow, Alaska.

Because of its lateness, the complete

sequence of freezeup was not observed.

Processes and forms

important in the final stage of freezeup are:
1.

Sea frazil and ice slush rapidly accumulate in the

intertidal zone as an ice-foot.

This feature has been des

cribed more than any other arctic shore structure.

A good

review of past work is given by McCann and Carlisle (1972),
who observed that ice-foot is best developed by wave action
in areas of large tidal range.

The formation of the 1971

Point Lay ice-foot was obviously accompanied by sea set-up
during a westerly storm.

Formation of a 1m high storm ice

foot was observed at Barrow on October 4, 1972, and air
photos taken of the Jones and Return Islands (October 4,
1972) indicate that an ice-foot ridge was formed above the
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shoreline and ice extended seaward for several meters
along most of the shore (Figure 59).

New ice had also

formed above shoal sections of inner bars, suggesting the
ice bottom-fast in these areas.
2.

Infrequent severe westerly storms have been record

ed in September (Reimnitz, et al 1973), October (Hume and
Schalk, 1967) and November (as occurred at Barrow in 1972).
The Pingok Island area was also affected by a severe storm
in fall 1972, possibly the November Barrow storm.

Tv«-

effects of the storm were preserved through the winter and
were measured during field studies made in May 1973.
Figure 60 shows the beach at Grid I on May 15> 1973 super
imposed on the last profile made in 1972 (September 25).
The beach was sectioned only to the surface of the beach
sediment (solid line) so it is possible that ice-sediment
interbedding underlay the surface.

The surface of the beach

was buried by graded ice boulders, the smallest (average
diameter 15cm) were swash deposited on the upper beach,
grading into larger boulders (average diameter 30-100cm),
and finally into an ice boulder ridge at the beach crest
(Figure 61).

The largest boulders were angular, being

formed from new winter ice with a maximum thickness of 50cm
and diameter from 1 to 10m.

They commonly had sediment

embedded in their base suggesting they were bottom fast
before wave erosion.

The ridge, though snow covered, was

quite distinct (Figure 61) and continuous the length of ,
Pingok and Leavitt Islands.

The largest boulder observed
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Figure 61
Pingok Island.

May 14, 1973

Pigure 62. Aerial photograph of ice
push (approx. 1 9 m high) located on the
barrier 7km north of Point Lay. Note
three distinct lines ~ the exposed
foredune (foreground), and two shore
line pressure ridges either side of
the ice push. The frozen sea surface
is in the upper portion of the photo
graph. Width of photo - approximately
1 km. May 17, 1972.
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on Pingok Island measured 10 x 10 x 3m and was deposited
1.3m above sea level, attesting to the rise in cea level
accompanying the storm.

A small swash deposited ice foot,

similar to that seen at Barrow, fronted the ridge, with
the shorefast ice extending from its base (0.3m above
sea level) 15m seaward.

In all an average of 12m^ of ice

per unit width was deposited on the beach.
was covered by 10-50cm of snow.

This in turn

Farrelly (1972) describes

"push ice” ridges on Antarctic beaches resulting from pres
sure buckling new winter ice and depositing it as a ridge
above the shorefast ice.
3.

Ice-push ridge formation has been described by

Nichols (1963), Hume and Schalk (1964), and Owens and
McCann (1970).

Hume and Schalk described push as occurring

at any time of the year, while Owens and McCann believe it
is a summer or fall event.

In the study area, the only

significant ice push was preserved in the winter beach
along the western coast.
western coast ridges.
sea level.

Figure 62 shows one of the large

It contained sediment up to 10m above

The push never extended past the foredune.

Minor ice push, at the water line, was observed at Point
Lay during breakup; the ice was propelled against the shore
by currents.
4.

Shoreline pressure ridges form on the inlet shelves

and outer bare as a result of ice grounding.

Subsequent

movement of the sea ioe outside the bars pushes ice onto
and builds up the distinctive ridges over the bars

(Figure 63).

1??

Figure 63. Aerial photograph showing
two parallel pressure ridges formed
over outer bars. The inner ridges are
a result of shoreline pressure ridging,
ice foot, and the snow covered foredune.
Open water is to the west. Location
8km south of Point Franklin. May 17,
1972.

Pigure 64. Aerial mosaic of Pingok
Island showing the effeot of bars
on sea ioe patterns in the nearshore
zone. Inside the bars (dashed lines)
the ioe is solid and unfractured,
while outside considerable movement
and fracturing has occurred. July,
1955.
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Ice outside the nearshore ridges tends to be fractured
while ice inside the bars is protected from movement and
remains through the winter as a continuous unit.

Figure

64 shows the relatively smooth ice inside the bare, and
fractured ice seaward of the bars.

Continuous ice pressure

ridges were observed over the Pingok-Leavitt Island bars
in May 1973.
Discussion
Around the Alaskan arctic coast, freezeup introduces
ice and snow into the beach and nearshore zones.

Ice-clush

formed on brackish water bodies is flushed into the adja
cent nearshore zone by wind effects facilitating its deposi
tion prior to the formation of sea ice-slush.

Lagoon ice-

slush has greater potential influence along the eastern
coast where rivers, lagoons, and inlets are more numerous.
If wave activity and sea level fluctuations coincide with
the presence of ice on the sea surface, the ice is deposited
on the beach as distinctive ice and ice-sediment structures.
These structures include embedded ice boulders, ice-slush
berms, ice-sediment interbedding, ice foot.

Subsequent

fall storms or movement of winter ice generates ice boulders
deposition and ioe push over beaches and pressure ridging
over littoral bars.

Snow blankets many of these features.

Ioe and ice-sediment features occur with high frequency
along the west coaet where wave activity more often extends
into freeeeup.

Along the eastern coast, freezeup ie usually

1?4

accompanied by calm seas which preclude the development
of all wave and swash dependent forme.

CONCLUSIONS
The two scales of approach were involved in this
study, i.e. low resolution analysis of maps and aerial
photographs, coupled with intensive field work at two
representative sites and multiple air reconnaissance
flights, appear to give good results in the study of a long
coastal zone.

The findings from both aspects have been

combined to present a description and analysis of the
Alaskan arctic beach and nearshore morphology, at levels
ranging from daily beach response, through breakup, open
water, and freezeup periods, to longterm temporal varia
tion and spatial variability.
In general, arctic beach and nearshore morphology is
related to processes operating during the open water season,
when wave action is relatively free of ice influence.

The

extent and duration of this season varies both spatially
and seasonally.

On the western coast where it extends for

3-4 months, the pack ice move out hundreds of kilometers
and moderate westerly and lower northerly wave conditions
dominate.

As a result, the coast has a continuous wave-

aligned shoreline.

On the eastern coast, where open water

extends for only 2-3 months, it is more ice congested, and
the pack ice moved out only tens of kilometers.
erly and westerly waves dominate.
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Low east

The resulting shoreline
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is irregular and discontinuous.

In addition, fluvial

influence is significant, producing wide shoal coastal
lagoons and supplying sediment to the nearshore zone.
The corioliB effect is significant throughout.
The following results were found:
1.

The Alaskan arctic shoreline consists of barriers

and lagoons (55$)t tundra bluffs (28$), deltas (10$), and
rocky cliffs (7$)»
2.

The morphology of the western coast (Cape Lisbume

to Point Barrow) reflects moderate westerly and low north
erly wave influence which have interacted to generate three
continuous "Carolina" cape systems.

Northerly waves domi

nate the southern portions of the systems, southerly waves
the northern sections, resulting in a convergence of barriers
and sediment transport at the capes and divergence and
tundra erosion in the center of the systems.
3.

The eastern coast (Point Barrow to Demarcation

Point) reflects opposing low wave energy regimes, which
combined with the greater fluvial influence have produced
an irregular, discontinuous coast, with four separate
barrier island chains, irregular tundra shoreline; and two
large deltas protruding into shoal embayments.
4.

Wave8 and coastal currents have generated migra

tory outer bars along approximately 30$ of the entire
coast, especially off the barriers and tundra.

Bar forma

tion is related to both the dominant incident wave and
to coincident wave and wind generated coastal currents,

1?7

with wave determining the pattern of bar morphology and
both wave orbital motion and coastal currents providing a
mechanism of arranging the sediment in this pattern.
5.

Three sequential periods of process type and

intensity occur seasonally along the coast —

breakup,

open water, and freezeup, each related to the variation
in air temperature above and below 0°C.
6.

Breakup of the coastal zone can be defined in

terms of three interrelated zones:
breakup, and beach thaw.

river breakup, sea ice

The timing and extent of the

overall breakup is dependent upon the rise of mean daily
temperature above 0°C.

The entire breakup sequence took

4-5 weeks at Point Lay, and 7-8 weeks at Pingok Island
(the western and eastern field sites respectively).
7•

River raeltwater affects early breakup of the adja

cent lagoon and nearshore zones.

The area affected is a

function of river discharge, coastal configuration, bottom
slope and coastal currents.
8.

Sea ice breakup is initiated by above 0°C tempera

tures, which melt and progressively weaken the ice.

The

ice breaks up and moves out under the driving force of
easterly winds, coupled with Coriolis effect to produce
a strong offshore component.
9.

Sea ice grounded on the outer bars delays nearshore

breakup by up to 2 weeks.
10.

Beach thaw extends from 3-8 weeks being inversely

related to the volume of snow and ice on and in the beach.
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Ice within the beach melts slowly causing collaspe of the
overlying beds, and generates unique arctic beach features,
including kettle holes, gravel pits, depressions, scarps,
and distorted bedding.

Tundra melt flowing across the

beach builds microfans and microdeltas.

Eolian action

rapidly modifies the surface expression of these features.
11.

Luring the open water period, low wave conditions

(height less than 30cm, period 1.0-2.5 seconds) affect
superficial disturbance of the beach face up to 0.5m above
sea level.

Ilinor beach formE are generated, though no net

change in the beach configuration occurs.

Tea set-up and

set-down causes submergence and emergence of the minor
features.
12.

High wave conditions (height 0.5-2.5m, periou

4-6 seconds) are generated by westerly winds on the western
coast and occasional storms on the eastern coast.

The

changes in two-dimensional beach configuration, associated
with the arrival of the waves, agree with a general model
of beach change developed by Sonu and van Beek (1971).
13.

The magnitude of beach change during high waves

is of the order 1-10m^ per meter width of beach, an order
of magnitude greater than during low wave conditions.
14.

Unusually high swell and wind waves generated

along the eastern coast during September 1972 produced a
net change in beach volume equal to the normal beach change
under westerly waves on the western coast.
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15.

Outer bars dominate much of the nearshore mor

phology.

Along Pingok-Leavitt Islands, they extend from

the shore at an angle of 8-10°, moving 4-G00m seaward over
a lateral distance of 4-5km.

The bars affect shoreline

rhythms with an amplitude of up to 200m and average wavelenths of 4,000m.

Along the coast, bar spacing ranges

from 0.2-20km.
16.

Planar beach morphology is dominateu by the pre

sence and migration of the shoreline rhythms.

Beaches and

islands are broadest behind shoreline horns and narrowest
adjacent to bays.

On Pingok Island, beach width ranged

from 5m in bays to 165m on horns.
17.

Beach ridge and swale systems are generated by

the migration of the shoreline rhythms.

Net deposition

on the down-current side of the horns, coupled with infre
quent storms, generate a series of berms and runnels,
which as the shoreline progrades seaward are abandoned as
beach ridge and swale systems.

Truncation of older ridge

and swale systems occurs on the up-current bay side.
18.

Inlet morphology is related to breaching of the

barriers by river floodwater during breakup and rising sea
level during severe westerly storms.

Breaching is more

likely to occur and be maintained in the bay areas of
shoreline rhythms where the beach or barrier island is
narrowest.
19*

4
Longshore sediment transport of the order of 10

occurred at Point Lay and Pingok Island during 1972.

This
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appears to be normal for Point Lay, but exceptional for
Pingok Island.
20.

The sediment movement narrowed and closed off

several inlets.

Inlet migration (breaching and closing)

occurs at the rate of one every 1-10 years.
21.

Island migration to the west is occurring along

the east coast, rates of 6 and 25m per year were measured.
22.

Freezeup began in mid-September at Pingok Island

and early October at Point Lay.
first.

The upper beach freezes

Snow cover follows.’ Next, the surface of the

brackish water lagoons freezes.

The lagoon ice may be

regularly flushed into the nearshore zone.
23*

If wave activity and sea level fluctuations con

tinue into freezeup, lagoon and new sea ice, ice cakes,
frozen swash, foam, and spray may be deposited on the
4

beach face as ice and ice-sediment structures up to 3m
above sea level.
24.

Calm sea conditions during freezeup will preclude

the development of any beach ice structures, and the
summer beach will be preserved through to breakup.
25*

Fall storms (September-November) and ice move

ment may generate erosion and redeposition of new water ice
as ice boulder ridges, ice-push at the beach, shoreline
pressure ridges over shorefast ice, and nearshore pressure
ridges over the littoral bars.
26.

Throughout the year, the strong doriolis component

accentuates the following parameters:

sea set-up and

U1

set-down; onshore and offshore movement of ice which in
turn affects lagoon flushing, including lagoon ice-slush;
and in general the zonation of beach response, relatively
higher on the beach during westerly conditions and lower
during easterly.
27.

Several process-response relationships and

morphological characteristics are highlighted by or unique*
to arctic conditions and deserve consideration in further
investigations.
i.

.These include:

The freezing of the beach through winter allows

sectioning and examination of the beach and nearshore zone
(to the 2m contour) without wave or water interference.
ii.

Sea set-up and set-down which shift the swash

zone across the beach face.
iii.

The pronounced bimodal nature of the sediments

which lend themselves to investigation of this common Leach
sediment characteristic, and its relation to variation in
two- and three-dimensional beach configuration.
iv.

The prominent flotsam (driftwood) lines deposited

during severe westerly storms and associated die back of
vegetation provide a means of accurately delimiting the
extent of storm surges.
v.

ltelic ridge and runnel systems, preserved on the

horns, may shed additional light on migration of shoreline
rhythms and recent changes in beach morphology.
vi.

The outer bars, their effect on shoreline rhythms,

beach width, inlet morphology, and island stability require

further attention.
vii.

Freezing of the beach face and permafrost affect

changes in beach permeability unique to arctic beaches.
viii.

Features noted in iv, v, and vi, and most ice

structures (ice-push, ice-foot, and shoreline and near
shore (bar) pressure ridges) can all be examined through
remote imagery.
In total, the results show that the beach and nearshore
morphology reflect dominating influcence of waver., ana
coincident wind generated currents and to a lesser extent,
tides,
effect.

eolian and fluvial action, anu the strong ooriolis
Moderate to high waves affect response of the

entire beach and generate significant longshore transport.
Low waves affect minor beach response.

In the nearshore

zone wave and wind generated currents affect the formation
of outer bars which dominate much the nearshore morphology
and produce shoreline rythras.

These processes are restricted

in influence to the open water period.

Freezing tempera

tures coupled with the above generate unique arctic ice
and ice-sediment structures which dominate the winter beach.
Melt of these structures during breakup leaves at most
superficial disturbance of the wave dominated morphology.
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